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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this deliverable is to present the component mock-ups of the SAM 
Platform. The mock-ups clarify the understanding of the already functional specified 
components in a visual way. It also provides a first view of how SAM could look like but 
due usability requirements, the mock-up design will invariably change in the future. 

The mock-ups are separated into the following three areas: 

 Administration 

 Dashboard 

 Marketplace 

Each mock-up and the corresponding interaction options are described to imagine how 
SAM could function when completed. As well as the component mock-ups, there are 
details of the accompanying use cases which are identified from the previous steps of the 
project.  Hyperlinks to navigable mock-up stories are provided to enable an interactive 
experience. 

As shown in the figure below, this deliverable is closely related to D3.2.2 and is created in 
parallel with D3.3.1. After D3.3.1 and D3.3.2, all specifications are finished and can be 
used to proceed with the system implementation. 
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1 Introduction  

SAM – Dynamic Social and Media Content Syndication for 2nd Screen – is a project funded 
by the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Commission under Grant 
Agreement No. 611312. It provides a content delivery platform for syndicated data to be 
consumed in a contextualised social way through 2nd Screen devices. 

1.1 SAM Project Overview 

Today’s generation of Internet-connected devices has changed the way users are 
interacting with media, exchanging their role from passive and unidirectional to proactive 
and interactive. Under this new role, users are able to comment or rate a TV show and 
search for related information regarding characters, facts or personalities. They do this 
both with friends and wider social communities through the so called “2nd Screen”. 

Another coupled phenomenon is “Content Syndication” which is a field of marketing where 
digital content is created once and delivered too many different marketing channels 
(devices, social media channels, websites and stakeholders) together and so allowing 
efficient content control, delivery, and feedback. 

However, the 2nd Screen phenomenon has grown in an unordered way. Tools are provided 
by the media providers companies (e.g. as mobile or tablet apps) which limits outreach 
and as a result, users are not stimulated and fed with relevant contextual syndicated 
information. European enterprises wishing to provide services have limited potential to 
receive feedback, which restricts the business intelligence that can be extracted and 
applied therefore to profit from and enrich this market. 

SAM will change this disorder by developing an advanced Social Media delivery platform 
based on 2nd Screen and Content Syndication within a Social Media context. This is 
achieved by providing open and standardised ways of characterising, discovering and 
syndicating media assets interactively. Users will be able to consume and prosume digital 
assets from different syndicated sources and different synchronised devices (e.g. 
connected TVs), thus creating richer experiences around the original media assets. 

SAM's innovation is that instead of users reaching for the data; it is the data, which 
reaches the user through the syndication approach and their 2nd Screen. This is based on 
the creation of dynamic social communities related to the user and digital asset context 
(e.g. profiles, preferences and devices connected). These are dynamic hangouts where 
people share interests, socialise and build virtual communities. SAM will enable 
syndication of comments, ratings, facts, recommendations and new information that will 
enrich and energise the community as well as enhance personalised knowledge and 
satisfaction. 

1.2 Deliverable Purpose, Scope and Context 

The purpose of this deliverable is to present the component mock-ups of the SAM Platform 
and their corresponding interactions. It presents the different mock-ups by means of mock-
up snapshots, mock-up stories, their interactions and communicating environment and 
gives a brief overview how SAM could look upon completion. 

This document is part of the waterfall approach defined by the SAM project in order to 
specify the SAM Platform and its components prior to implementing them (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: From Vision to Development 

1.3 Document Status and Target Audience 

This document is listed in the DOW as public, since the component mock-ups may be 
used by external parties as a visualisation of how the software might look and how the 
different components communicate with each other. It may also be used by usability 
experts to provide initial suggestions for improvement as the project develops. 

1.4 Abbreviations and Glossary 

A definition of common terms and roles related to the realisation of SAM as well as a list of 
abbreviations is available in the SAM Glossary. Further information can be found at: 
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Glossary 

1.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 

 Section 1 (Introduction): An introduction to this deliverable  

 Section 2 (General Description of Component Mock-ups): Provides a general 
overview of component mock-ups 

 Section 3 (Component Mock-ups): Presents the detailed mock-up description of the 
component user interfaces; it contains a subsection for each component. These 
subsections are organised according to the following structure:  
 

 Overview: Gives an overview of the mock-ups, which are provided to the 
appropriate component 

 Use Cases: Identifies which use cases are addressed by the mock-up 

 Components Involved: Components which are communicating with the current 
component are listed and shown in the mock-up  

 Mock-up Event Description: Individual mock-up illustrations are shown and the 
interaction options are described; a reference to the mock-up story is also 
provided 
 

 Section 4 (Conclusion) Gives an introduction to the next steps and evaluates the 
status of the component mock-ups 

1.6 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

Navigable mock-up stories, which are saved as a PDF File in the SAM Wiki.  

The SAM Wiki is available at http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Main_Page 
and the accompanying hyperlinks to the individual mock-up stories can be found in section 
0 
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2 General Description of Component Mock-ups 

In general, mock-ups are early design prototypes, which can be created in many ways. 
Design prototypes are concept models to examine aesthetic and ergonomic features. The 
digital design prototype is the approach which SAM uses. An important advantage of 
digital mock-ups is the accessibility and the linking between user interfaces. Compared to 
other mock-ups, such as paper-based mock-ups, digital mock-ups can be stored centrally 
to provide good accessibility for the geographically dispersed contributors. 

Mock-ups unite the functionalities from the functional specification to the first design 
approach. Those early designs are provided to give an overview of concepts and working 
mechanisms, because often issues occur while creating mock-ups due to unpredicted 
interactions or incomplete functional specifications. Mock-ups consist of various 
components (e.g. navigation, button, content area, browser window, etc.), which are 
combined to create a user interface. While creating mock-ups, design decisions should be 
consistent and thoroughly considered as a first approach to reach an acceptable level of 
usability. Ideally, the creation of mock-ups should go through several iterations and with 
each iteration flaws can be identified and updated until most or all of them are resolved. 
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3 Component Mock-ups 

The component mock-ups chapter represents the different user interfaces. Every user 
interface description includes a short overview of the component and the relevant use 
cases and other involved components, ending with mock-up illustrations and their 
descriptions and interaction scope. 

3.1 Introduction 

Mock-ups are important to see the anticipated results at an early stage. For all SAM 
components, digital prototypes were produced. Each mock-up is contained in a mock-up 
story, which is a navigable PDF file, where the user can manually click through the user 
interface. The main mock-up sections are divided into the following three main areas. 

 Administration Section: Describes and characterises the user interface for 
administrators to configure the Interconnection Bus, Brand & Consumer and the 
Database Management. A complete mock-up story of the administration section can be 
found in 3.2. 

 Dashboard Section: Describes and characterises the user interface for the 1st Screen, 
2nd Screen and its components. Due to the importance of the components Generic 
Dashboard and Automatic Speech Recognition, these are handled separately. A 
complete mock-up story of the dashboard section can be found in 0. 

 Marketplace Section: The entry point for the user in production scenario. From there 
the Content Provider can manage assets (buy, link, characterise, etc.). In this section, 
the user interfaces of the Asset Profiler, Assets and Services, Linker, Content 
Gateway, Analytics, Widgets and the Personal Area are described. A complete mock-
up story of the marketplace section can be found in 3.4. 

Each subordinate user interface provides relationships to the identified use cases and 
other involved SAM components. After the mock-up environment is clarified, the mock-up 
Event Description follows. There, the mock-ups are visualised as “snapshots” (navigable 
PDF files) and the interaction options are described. 

The following sections provide lists with main actors (see section 3.1.1) of SAM who uses 
the user interfaces, illustrations of user interfaces as mock-ups (see section 3.1.2) and 
linked mock-ups as mock-up stories (see section 3.1.2).  

3.1.1 Main Actors 

The actors who interact with the system and the different component sets that can act as 
actors (system actors) are described in the following table.  

Actors Description 

SAM Platform Administrator The person in charge of administrating the component 

SAM Information Broker A company that buys, licenses, manages and resells content 
metadata and other data/information services from various sources, 
or an entity or person that researches information for clients. 

SAM Content Broadcaster A media company which publishes primarily linear TV/video (live or 
on-demand) and/or radio/audio services, but also related to IP-
based multimedia content products/services providers to be 
consumed on different kinds of devices. 
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Figure 2: Main Actor Overview 

3.1.2 Mock-up IDs 

In Figure 3 below, a list with all mock-ups is provided. Additionally, there is a description 
for each mock-up to give a brief summary overview. Further information of each mock-up 
is provided in sections 3.2, 0 and 3.4. 

SAM Asset Provider An entity or person who supplies assets, content and/or metadata 
makes them available to media platforms, publishers or other 
interested parties. 

SAM Content Provider Actor role that includes SAM Information Broker, SAM Content 
Broadcaster and SAM Asset Provider 

SAM End User A person who consumes the content of the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 Screen of 

SAM  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

AM_MCK_010 Administration – 
Login View 

SAM Platform Administrators can enter their credentials 
through this interface. Once validated, the administrator has 
been authenticated in the system. This interface also 
provides access to register new Platform Administrators or 
remind them of their credentials. 

AM_MCK_020 Administration – 
Register View 

Allows the entering of the necessary information in order to 
register a new Platform Administrator. The basic information 
are: username, password, email, company and industry 
sector. 

AM_MCK_030 Administration – 
Account Reminder 

Allows an existing administrator to get reminded of the user 
credentials, if the administrator forgot them. 

AM_MCK_040 Administration – 
User Account 

Once logged into the system, the Platform Administrator 
sees the user account page. This page shows the basic 
administrator information such as user, last connection, 
company, email and a user picture. It is also possible to edit 
the provided information. 

MKP_MCK_020 Marketplace – 
Register 

Allows the entering of the necessary information in order to 
register a new Content Provider. The basic information are 
the following: username, password, email, company and 
industry sector. 

MKP_MCK_010 Marketplace – 
Login 

Through this interface different Content Providers can enter 
their credentials. Once validated the Content Providers are 
logged into the system. This interface also provides access 
to register new Content Providers or give a reminder of 
credentials. 

MKP_MCK_030 Marketplace – 
Reminder 

Allows an existing Content Provider to get reminded of the 
user credentials, if the Content Provider forgot them. 

MKP_MCK_040 Marketplace – 
Home 

Once the Content Provider is logged in, the user can see the 
marketplace content area. In this area the user can filter 
assets using several criteria, view the bestselling assets, the 
most popular assets and view related assets to a selected 
asset. The Content Provider can also see purchased assets 
as well as uploaded assets. 

MKP_MCK_041 Marketplace – 
Search and Filter 
Asset 

This mock-up is similar to MKP_MCK_030 except that the 
listing is filtered and an Order area is located  on the right 
side 

MKP_MCK_070 Marketplace – 
Shopping Cart 
Payment 

Once an Information Broker has selected some assets to 
buy, the assets are added to the shopping cart as a list. 
There is also a summary about the payment, which the 
Information Broker has to pay for the selected assets. 
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MKP_MCK_071 Marketplace – Buy 
Asset 

In order to buy assets, the Information Broker has to add 
assets to the shopping cart. This user interface shows the 
process, how to do this. 

MKP_MCK_072 Marketplace – 
Purchase 
Confirmation 

This mock-up describes, that the purchase ended up 
successfully, once the Information Broker clicked the “Buy” 
button in the shopping cart. 

MKP_MCK_080 Marketplace – 
Sales  

In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the asset 
sales information. This user interface allows the definition of 
the general information. 

MKP_MCK_081 Marketplace – Sell 
Asset 

In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the asset 
sales information. This user interface allows the definition of 
the distribution information. 

MKP_MCK_084 Marketplace – 
Asset Sales 
Information 

In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the asset 
sales information. This user interface allows the editing of a 
distribution model.  

MKP_MCK_085 Marketplace – 
Asset Detail  

This user interface shows uploaded assets from Asset 
Provider, which allows the viewing of asset information 
related to the usage of it. 

MKP_MCK_086 Marketplace – 
Asset Information 

The content interface allows  viewing of the asset 
information related to the content of it. 

MKP_MCK_090 Marketplace – 
Register Service 

Allows the creation of a new service. The basic information 
is: name, URL, parameters and description. 

CG_ MCK _010 Marketplace – 
Mapping Repository 

Used to manage the Mapping Repository and to develop the 
different functionalities related to these. 

CG_ MCK _020 Marketplace – 
Schedule 

Facilitates scheduling data import actions. 

CG_ MCK _030 Marketplace – 
Gateway 

Used to define a new import. To define a new import it is 
necessary to enter a description, mapping file, workflow and 
an active option. 

CG_ MCK _040 Marketplace – 
Importing Assets 

Provides the different Content Gateways options. 

CG_MCK_041 Marketplace – New 
Import 

Allows the definition of a mapping. 

LINK_MCK_010 Marketplace – 
Linking Project 
Management  

Allows Content Provider to manage linking projects.  

LINK_MCK_020 Marketplace – 
Enable Module 
Asset  

Controls the selection of the modules required for the 
particular linking project. 

LINK_MCK_030 Marketplace – 
Compose Asset  

Controls the procedure on searching and linking assets. 

LINK_MCK_050 Marketplace – 
Asset Preview  

Controls the preview of the composed asset 

AN_ MCK _010 Marketplace – 
Analytics Home 

Facilitates the definition and the ad-hoc generation of 
reports. It is possible to view the results in data grids. It also 
allows for the following general functionalities: New Report, 
Open Report, Save Report, Export Report and Print Report. 

AN_MCK_011 Marketplace – 
Analytics Chart 
View  

Shows the information in charts. 

SS_ MCK _010 Marketplace – 
Asset Profiler 

The Content Provider is able to set basic characteristics of 
the asset. Components such as, Brand and Consumer 
Protection, needs these basic elements for filtering those 
assets that do not match the established rules. 

SS_MCK_011 Marketplace – 
Semantic Tab 

A characterisation process can be applied over different 
textual attributes of the asset for providing related semantic 
keywords (asset metadata). The Content Provider is able to 
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remove the wrong assignments as well as perform semantic 
explorations for assigning new semantic keywords. 

SS_MCK_012 Marketplace – 
Social Tab 

Provides a section for searching existing Social Media Post 
Links (SMPL) and connecting them to the assets. Also, new 
SMPL can be created, edited or removed into the platform.  

BCP_ MCK _010 

 
Administration – 
Brand and 
Consumer: New 
Rule 

The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is able to 
list all rules related to the types of assets that they provide 
and in addition, Content Provider can create new rules 
combining different filtering criteria. 

BCP_ MCK _020 Administration – 
Brand and 
Consumer: Edit 
Rule 

The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is able to 
list all rules related to their assets and in addition, they can 
edit rules modifying the combination of their filtering criteria. 

BCP_ MCK _030 Administration – 
Brand and 
Consumer: Home 

The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is able to 
list all rules related to the types of assets that they provide. 
For example, a book provider can see all the rules created 
by him as well as the rules created by the Platform 
Administrator that affect the book distribution. 

DAS_MCK_010 Dashboard – 
Widgets 

Provides access to SAM widgets  

2SD_MCK_010 Dashboard – 2
nd

 
Screen Main View 

Contains the Generic Dashboard with some widget 
examples and also the Automatic Speech Recognition 
widget where the user can initiate the automatic speech 
recognition.  

2SD_MCK_020 Dashboard – 2
nd

 
Screen Login View 

The End User is able to login with the appropriate user 
credentials, or the End User can be forwarded to register a 
new SAM account or retrieve a new password if the old one 
is forgotten. 

2SD_MCK_030 Dashboard – 2
nd

 
Screen Register 
View 

Provides the means for creating a new SAM End User by 
registering the user credentials.  

2SD_MCK_040 Dashboard – 2
nd

 
Screen Password 
Recovery View 

Provides a mechanism for password recovery. 

2SD_MCK_050 Dashboard – 2
nd

 
Screen  Viewer 

Shows the content area of the 2
nd

 Screen. The content area 
includes the Generic Dashboard, preferences and a “logout” 
button 

2SD_MCK_060 Dashboard – 2
nd

 
Screen  
Preferences 

In this view, the user is able to change settings for the 2
nd

 
Screen, including Notifications, Volume, and Privacy. 

1SD_MCK_010 Dashboard – 1
st
 

Screen  Main View 
Provides a Video Viewer widget as well as additional 
information widgets to End Users.  

1SD_MCK_020 Dashboard – 1
st
 

Screen  Expanded 
Settings 

Provides a configuration interface for the SAM platform with 
respect to the End User profile preferences to the End 
Users. 

CS_MCK_010 Administration – 
Database 
Management 

The administrator can see an overview of the available 
database and additional information for each database. 
Additionally, this mock-up offers the option of changing the 
connection status for each database and creating or deleting 
available databases. 

CS_MCK_011 Administration – 
Cloud Storage 
Bucket View 

The administrator can see an overview of the available 
databases and additional information for each database. 
Additionally, this mock-up gives a storage bucket overview.  

IB_MCK_010 Administration – 
Home Bus 
Management 
Console 

Used to offer a central place for administrating the different 
Interconnection Bus options, for instance processes, 
schedules, users, registered component’s services, etc. 
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Figure 3: Mock-up Overview  

  

IB_MCK_020 Administration – 
Workflow Editor 

The Workflow Editor is the graphical user interface to define 
and configure the routing orchestration steps including the 
configuration of the services or processes to be executed in 
the Interconnection Bus. 

IB_MCK_021 Administration – 
Workflow Defining 

Represents how the end user is able to define a workflow. 

ASR_MCK_010 Dashboard – 
Automatic Speech 
Recognition Verbal 
Command 

The  Automatic Speech  ecognition pop-up window in its 
“recording” phase 

ASR_MCK_020 Dashboard – 
Automatic Speech 
Recognition 
Confirmation 

The Automatic Speech Recognition pop-up window in its 
“recognition ended” phase 

TTS_MCK_010 Dashboard – Text-
To-Speech  

The Automatic Speech Recognition pop up window in its 
“confirmation” phase 

MDR_MCK_010 Marketplace – 
Widget Style 
Settings 

The Representation Editor in its “Style Settings” phase 

MDR_MCK_020 Marketplace – 
Widget Template 
Style 

The Representation Editor in its “Template Gallery” phase 

PA_MCK_010 Marketplace – 
Update Company 
Details 

Facilitates updating company details. 

PA_MCK_011 Marketplace – 
Password 
Confirmation 

Allows to change the password information 

PA_MCK_020 Marketplace – 
Payment  

Shows the Payment options. 

PA_MCK_021 Marketplace – 
Payment Editor 

Allows editing the selected payment option. 

PA_MCK_022 Marketplace – 
Payment Methods 

Shows the different payment methods such as add credit 
card, add Google Wallet, add PayPal account or Amazon 
credentials 

PA_MCK_023 Marketplace – Add 
Credit Card 

Permits adding credit card information: name, card provider, 
card number, valid date, etc. 

PA_MCK_030 Marketplace – 
Manage Billing 
Information  

Permits managing of the billing information. 

PA_MCK_031 Marketplace – 
Invoice History 

Permits viewing of the invoice history. 

PA_MCK_040 Marketplace – 
Orders  

Permits viewing of received and accepted or rejected orders. 
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3.1.3 Mock-up Story IDs 

In Figure 4, a list with all mock-up stories is provided. Additionally, there is a hyperlink for 
each mock-up story, to allow a direct access to the navigable PDF File, which contains 
connected mock-ups from Figure 3, which can be accessed in an interactive way. The 
hyperlink refers to the PDF file, which is located in the SAM Wiki. 

Mock-up Story ID Mock-up Story Name Reference 

ADM_MCKS_0 Administration ADM_MCKS_0 (Administration Full) 

DB_MCKS_0 Dashboard DB_MCKS_0 (Dashboard Full) 

MKT_MCKS_0 Marketplace MKT_MCKS_0 (Marketplace Full) 

DB_MCKS_010 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen Login 
View 

DB_MCKs_010 (Login view)) 

DB_MCKS_020 Dashboard – Generic 
Dashboard 

DB_MCKS_020 (Generic Dashboard) 

DB_MCKS_030 Dashboard – 1
st
 Screen DB_MCKS_030 (1

st
 Screen) 

DB_MCKS_040 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen User 
Content View  

DB_MCKS_040 (2
nd

 Screen) 

DB_MCKS_050 Dashboard – Automatic 
Speech Recognition 

DB_MCKS_050 (Automatic Speech 
Recognition) 

AD_MCKS_010 Administration – Database 
Management 

AD_MCKS_010 (DB Management) 

MKT_MCKS_010 Marketplace – Login View MKT _MCKS_010 (Login).pdf 

MKT _MCKS_020 Marketplace – Search and 
Filter Assets 

MKT _MCKS_020 (Search and Filter).pdf 

MKT _MCKS_030 Marketplace – Sell Assets MKT _MCKS_030 (Sell).pdf 

MKT _MCKS_040 Marketplace – Buy Assets MKT _MCKS_040 (Buy).pdf 

MKT _MCKS_050 Marketplace – New Service MKT _MCKS_050 (Services).pdf 

MKT_MCKS_060  Marketplace – Widgets MKT_MCKS_060 (Widgets) 

CG_MCKS_010 Marketplace – Creating 
Mapping 

CG_MCKS_010 (Creating Mapping).pdf 

CG_MCKS_020 Marketplace – Creating a New 
Import 

CG_MCKS_020 (Creating a New 
Importation).pdf 

AN_ MCKS _010 Marketplace – Analytics AN_MCKS_010 (AnalyticsUI).pdf 

PA_MCKS_010 Marketplace – User Account PA_MCKS_010 (User Account).pdf 

PA_MCKS_020 Marketplace – My Orders PA_MCKS_020 (My Orders).pdf 

IB_MCKS_010 Administration – Bus 
Management Console 

IB_MCKS_010 (BMC).pdf 

http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/b/b4/ADM_MCKS_0.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/2/27/DB_MCKS_0.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/8/8b/MKP_MCKS_0.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/1/1a/DB_MCKS_010%28Login%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/1/12/DB_MCKS_020%28Generic_Dashboard%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/a/a0/DB_MCKS_030%281st_screen%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/9/97/DB_MCKS_040%282nd_Screen%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/4/42/DB_MCKS_050_%28Automatic_Speech_Recognition%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/4/42/DB_MCKS_050_%28Automatic_Speech_Recognition%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/7/7e/AD_MCKS_010%28DB_Management%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/5/59/MKT_MCKS_010%28Login%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/2/23/MKT_MCKS_020%28Search_and_Filter%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/8/81/MKT_MCKS_030%28Sell_Assets%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/4/48/MKT_MCKS_040%28Buy_Assets%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/1/15/MKT_MCKS_050%28Services%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/c/cf/MKT_MCKS_060_%28Widgets%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/2/27/CG_MCKS_010%28Creating_Mapping%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/7/79/CG_MCKS_020%28Creating_a_New_Importation%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/7/79/CG_MCKS_020%28Creating_a_New_Importation%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/8/83/AN_MCKS_010_%28AnalyticsUI%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/f/f1/PA_MCKS_010_%28User_Account%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/4/4b/PA_MCKS_020_%28My_Orders%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/a/a2/IB_MCKS_010_%28BMC%29.pdf
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Figure 4: Mock-up Story Overview 

3.2 Administration Mock-up 

3.2.1 Overview 

Within the SAM Platform, SAM Platform Administrators (hereinafter referred as 
administrator) use the administration area in order to carry out the configuration and 
management tasks. The involved components in these tasks are the following:  

 The Interconnection Bus provides the necessary interfaces in order to configure the 
Bus Management Console and defines any workflow that could be needed to carry out 
the communication with components, services or federated instances 

 The Brand and Consumer Protection provides the necessary interfaces in order to 
create, edit and store the rules that the SAM platform needs to filter the inappropriate 
content 

 The Database Management area provides an interface where the administrator is able 
to see an overview of available databases 

The administration area has a login page in order to validate the user credentials. Since 
this user interface is common for all components, the next section, Section 3.2.1.1, 
explains the mock-ups involved in the login procedure. After that, the following sections 
explain the mock-ups involved in the different components. 

 Login View 3.2.1.1

The following login mock-ups show how an administrator can login to the Administration 
area. If the administrator is new to SAM, the administrator is able to register a new 
administrator account or if the administrator has forgotten her/his password, the password 
can be reset. 

  

IB_MCKS_020 Administration – Workflow 
Editor 

IB_MCKS_020 (Workflow).pdf 

MKP_MCKS_010 Marketplace – Login View AM_MCKS_010 (Login).pdf 

LINK_MCKS_010 Marketplace – Linking Project 
Management  

LINK_MCKS_010 (Project Management) 

LINK_MCKS_020 Marketplace – Linker Module 
Configuration  

LINK_MCKS_020 (Module Configuration) 

LINK_MCKS_030 Marketplace – Asset 
Composition  

LINK_MCKS_030 (Asset Composition) 

SS_MCKS_010 Marketplace – Asset Profiler SS_MCKS_010 (Asset Profiler) 

BCP_ MCKS _010 Administration – Brand and 
Consumer Protection 

BCP_MCKS_010 (Brand & Consumer 
Protection) 

http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/6/69/IB_MCKS_020_%28Workflow_Editor%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/2/28/AM_MCKS_010_%28Login%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/f/f7/LINK_MCKS_010%28Project_Management%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/5/5c/LINK_MCKS_020%28Module_Configuration%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/9/9b/LINK_MCKS_030%28Asset_Composition%29.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/b/bc/SS_MCKS_010.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/7/73/BCP_MCKS_010.pdf
http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/images/7/73/BCP_MCKS_010.pdf
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Figure 5: Description of AM_MCK_010 
  

Login Mock-up 

Mock-up ID AM_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID AM_MCKS_010 

Description SAM Platform Administrators can enter their credentials through this 
interface. Once validated, the administrator has been authenticated in the 
system. This interface also provides access to register new administrators or 
remind them of their credentials. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  An existing administrator can login introducing the credentials in the user 
and password inputs and click on the “Login” button. 

 New administrators can register a SAM Platform Administrator account 
by clicking on the “Register Now” button and following the upcoming 
instructions. 

 An administrator retrieves a new password by clicking the “Forgot 
password” link and following the upcoming instructions. 

 In case the administrator wants to stay logged in, the administrator 
should check the checkbox “Keep me signed in”. 
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Figure 6: Description of AM_MCK_020 
  

Register Mock-up 

Mock-up ID AM_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID AM_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface allows the entering of the necessary information in order 
to register a new administrator. The basic information is: username, 
password, email, company and industry sector. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Complete the form and click on the button “Register” to register the input 
data. The fields to enter are: username, password, email, and company 
and industry sector. 
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Figure 7: Description of AM_MCK_030 
  

Account Reminder Mock-up 

Mock-up ID AM_MCK_030 

Mock-up Story ID AM_MCKS_030 

Description This user interface allows an existing administrator to get reminded of the 
user credentials, if the administrator forgot them. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Enter the existing e-mail of an administrator to get an e-mail with the 
user credentials. 
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Figure 8: Description of AM_MCK_040 
  

Administration User Mock-up 

Mock-up ID AM_MCK_040 

Mock-up Story ID AM_MCKS_030 

Description Once logged into the system, the Platform Administrator sees the user 
account page. This page shows the basic administrator information such as 
user, last connection, company, email and a user picture. It is also possible 
to edit the provided information. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The homepage shows the basic administrator information such as: 
username, last connection, company and email address 

 The administrators can edit their basic information by clicking the button 
“Edit”. After that, the fields can be edited and save the new information. 
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3.2.2 Interconnection Bus 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 9: Interconnection Bus Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.2.2.1

The Interconnection Bus provides the necessary interfaces in order to configure the Bus 
Management Console and defines any complex workflow that could be needed to carry 
out the communication with components, services or federated instances. 

 Use Cases 3.2.2.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10: Interconnection Bus Use Cases 

 Components Involved 3.2.2.3

Figure 11: Components Involved in Interconnection Bus 
 

Mock-up ID Name Description 

IB_MCK_010 Administration – Home 
Bus Management 
Console 

This user interface is used in order to offer a central 
place for administrating the different Interconnection 
Bus options, for instance processes, schedules, users, 
registered component’s services, etc. 

IB_MCK_020 Administration – Workflow 
Editor 

The Workflow Editor is the graphical user interface to 
define and configure the routing orchestration steps 
including the configuration of the services or 
processes to be executed in the Interconnection Bus. 

IB_MCK_021 Administration – Workflow 
Defining 

This user interface represents how the administrator is 
able to define a workflow. 

ID Functionalities Description 

IB_UI010 Bus Management Console 
(BMC) 

This user interface is used in order to offer a central 
place for administrating the different 
Interconnection Bus options, for instance 
processes, schedules, users, registered 
component’s services, etc. 

IB_UI020 Workflow Editor The Workflow Editor is the graphical user interface 
to define and configure the routing orchestration 
steps including the configuration of the services or 
processes to be executed in the Interconnection 
Bus 

ID User Interfaces 

SAM 
Components 

The Interconnection Bus plays a central role in the SAM Platform allowing for the 
communication between all SAM components and federated instances. Therefore, 
all SAM Components are involved. 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.2.2.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the Bus 
Management Console (see section 3.2.2.4.1) and Workflow Editor (see section 3.2.2.4.2). 
A main screen to manage the workflows and another screen where the administrator can 
define or edit a specific workflow are the main parts of Workflow Editor. 

3.2.2.4.1 Bus Management Console 
The Bus Management Console offers a user interface in order to manage processes, 
services, federated instances, logs or other configurations that the Interconnection Bus 
would need. The following tables describe the different mock-ups which are involved in this 
user interface.  

Figure 12: Description of IB_MCK_010 
 

Bus Management Console Mock-up 

Mock-up ID IB_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID IB_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface is used in order to offer a central place for administrating 
the different Interconnection Bus options, for instance processes, schedules, 
users, registered component’s services, etc. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In this section, the administrator can introduce all general settings. 

 In this section, it is possible to add, remove and edit any component in 
SAM platform. 

 In this section, it is possible to manage the logs, which are generated 
during the Interconnection Bus activity. 

 In this section, it is possible to add, remove and edit any federated 
instance in SAM platform. 
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3.2.2.4.2 Workflow Editor 
The Workflow Editor has a mock-up to describe the managing tasks related to the 
workflows such as list, import, remove, etc. and another one to describe how it is possible 
to define a workflow. The following tables contain these related mock-ups. 

Figure 13: Description of IB_MCK_020 
  

Workflow Editor Routing Mock-up 

Mock-up ID IB_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID IB_MCKS_020 

Description The Workflow Editor is the graphical user interface to define and configure 
the routing orchestration steps including the configuration of the services or 
processes to be executed in the Interconnection Bus. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The administrator is able to see all workflows already created in a grid in 
the central area of the screen. The administrator can share, open, edit 
and remove any workflow from this list. 

 In order to create a new workflow, the administrator has to click the 
“New” button. 

 The administrator is able to save a workflow as a template to use it in 
future workflow definitions. For this reason, the administrator is able to 
manage these templates by clicking on the “Manage Templates” button. 

 In order to import a workflow previously defined, the administrator can 
click on the “Import Workflow” button. 

 In order to create a new workflow using a template previously defined, 
the administrator can click on “New Workflow from Template” button. 
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Figure 14: Description of IB_MCK_021 
  

Workflow Defining Mock-up 

Mock-up ID IB_MCK_021 

Mock-up Story ID IB_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface represents how the administrator is able to define a 
workflow. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  All activity elements are on the left side of the screen, which the 
administrator uses to define the workflow. 

 In order to define a workflow, the administrator can drag and drop 
activity elements into the central area and is able to connect the different 
objects between them. 

 The Workflow editor has  different information areas in order to show 
related activity information such as name, id, cost, value or any specific 
related information 

 Once a Workflow is defined, the administrator can see a simulation of 
the process to check for mistakes. In order to carry out the action the 
administrator should click on “Save and Simulate” button. The results of 
this simulation are shown in the “Simulation Results” tab. 

 In order to save a workflow as a template to use in future definitions, the 
administrator can click on “Save as template” button. 

 In order to save the workflow, the administrator can click on the “Save” 
button. 

 In order to cancel the workflow edition or creation, the administrator can 
click on “Cancel” button. 
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3.2.3 Brand & Consumer 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 15: Brand & Consumer Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.2.3.1

The Brand and Consumer Protection user interface has three main tabs for managing 
rules. The Content Providers as well as the Platform Administrator can interact with: 

 Rules listing area: Where a list of rules is shown 

 Rules editing area: Where the rules can be edited or deleted 

 Rules creation area: Where new rules can be created 

The following subsections contain descriptions of functionalities related with this interface. 

 Use Cases 3.2.3.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 16.  

Figure 16: Brand & Consumer Use Cases 

 Components Involved 3.2.3.3

Figure 17: Components Involved in Brand & Consumer  
 

Mock-up ID Name Description 

BCP_ MCK _010 
 

Administration – Brand 
and Consumer: New Rule 

The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is 
able to list all rules related to the types of assets that 
they provide and in addition, can create new rules 
combining different filtering criteria. 

BCP_ MCK _020 Administration – Brand 
and Consumer: Edit Rule 

The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is 
able to list all rules related to their assets and in 
addition can edit rules modifying the combination of 
their filtering criteria. 

BCP_ MCK _030 Administration – Brand 
and Consumer: Home 

The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is 
able to list all rules related to the types of assets that 
they provide. For example, a book provider can see all 
the rules created by them as well as the rules created 
by the platform administrator that affect the book 
distribution. 

ID Functionalities Description 

BCP_F010 Managing rules This functionality provides a module to create, edit 
and store the rules that the SAM platform needs to 
filter the inappropriate content. In addition, a user 
interface is offered to manage these rules by using 
visual tools. 

ID User Interfaces 

Cloud Storage This component permits the access to the querying rules as well as store the 
final status of the rules (updating or deleting). 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.2.3.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the Rules 
Listing (see section3.2.2.4.1), the Rules Editing (see section 3.2.3.4.2) and the Rules 
Creation (see section3.2.3.4.3). 

3.2.3.4.1 Rules Listing 
This interface allows the Content Provider and the Platform Administrator to list all rules 
that have been added to the SAM Platform for further editing or activation. 

Figure 18: Description of BCP_ MCK _030 
 

Brand & Consumer Rules Listing Mock-up 

Mock-up ID BCP_ MCK _030 

Mock-up Story ID BCP_ MCKS _010 

Description 
The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is able to list all rules 
related to the types of assets that they provide. For example, a book 
provider can see all the rules created by him as well as the rules created by 
the Platform Administrator that affect the book distribution. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Listing rules related to the actor’s assets can be activated or deleted 
with the interaction checkboxes and the recycle bin button in the list.  

 The Content Provider is able to view some details of the rule and 
edit them by clicking the “View/Edit Details” hyperlink. 

 The Content Provider is able to create a new Rule by clicking the 
“New” button which is above the upper right corner of the rules 
listing. 

 The Content Provider is able to filter the visualisation of assets into 
the list by using the Filter box left to the Rules listing. 
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3.2.3.4.2 Rules Editing 
This view provides functionalities for combining several criteria for editing or deleting the 
rules. 

Figure 19: Description of BCP_ MCK _020 
  

Brand & Consumer Rules Editing Mock-up 

Mock-up ID BCP_ MCK _020 

Mock-up Story ID BCP_ MCKS _010 

Description The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is able to list all rules 
related to their assets and in addition can edit rules modifying the 
combination of their filtering criteria. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction Additionally to the interaction options from Figure 18, the following 
interaction options are provided: 

 The administrator is able to edit a rule by selecting a rule in the listing 
and use the rules composition area. There the administrator can enter 
individual texts into the description and also can select fields, conditions 
and values to specialise rules. 

 To add a rule the administrator has to click the “+” button. If this is done, 
the result of the input is being shown in the criteria box. 
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3.2.3.4.3 Rules Creation 
The Rules Creation tab uses the same interface as the Rules Editing tab for creating new 
rules combining different criteria. 

Figure 20: Description of BCP_ MCK _010 
 

  

Brand & Consumer Rules Creation Mock-up 

Mock-up ID BCP_ MCK _010 

Mock-up Story ID BCP_ MCKS _030 

Description The Content Provider or the Platform Administrator is able to list all rules 
related to the types of assets that they provide and in addition, they can 
create new rules combining different filtering criteria. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction These interactions are identical with the interaction options of Figure 19. The 
only difference is that a new rule was created by clicking the save button 
instead of updating an existing rule. 
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3.2.4 Database Management 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 21: Database Management Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.2.4.1

The Database Management area provides an interface where the Platform Administrator is 
able to see an overview of available databases. Additionally, details such as version, type 
and status can be viewed as well as connection details and existing buckets for each 
database. The administrator is also able to change the connection status of each 
database, add new databases or delete the links to existing ones. In a separate view, the 
existing buckets of a database are presented in a list which gives information about the 
owner, the access rights of other components and the size of a specific bucket. 

 Use Cases 3.2.4.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to the Database 
Management user interface are shown in Figure 22. 

Figure 22: Database Management Use Cases 

 Components Involved 3.2.4.3

Figure 23: Components Involved in Database Management 
 

  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

CS_MCK_010 Administration – 
Database Management 

The administrator can see an overview of the available 
database and additional information for each 
database. Additionally, this mock-up offers the option 
of changing the connection status for each database 
and creating or deleting available databases. 

CS_MCK_011 Administration – Cloud 
Storage Bucket View 

The administrator can see an overview of the available 
databases and additional information for each 
database. Additionally, this mock-up gives a storage 
bucket overview.  

ID Functionalities Description 

CS_F041 Modify Database 
Configuration 

In this use case the administrator can add new or 
edit/delete existing wrapper configurations. A 
wrapper configuration contains credentials, source 
URL and other data which is necessary to build up 
a connection to existing databases. 

ID User Interfaces 

Cloud Storage The Database Management is a subcomponent of the Cloud Storage and 
enables administrators to configure databases, buckets and data saved 
therein. 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.2.4.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the General 
view (see section 3.2.4.4.1) and the Bucket view (see section 0). 

3.2.4.4.1 General View 
This is the general view of the Database Management section in the administration area. It 
provides an overview and details of connected databases and provides management 
functions so the administrator can add new databases or configure existing ones. 

Figure 24: Description of CS_MCK_010 
 

  

Database Management General Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CS_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID AD_MCKS_010 

Description The administrator can see an overview of the available database and 
additional information for each database. Additionally, this mock-up offers 
the option of changing the connection status for each database and creating 
or deleting available databases. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Administrators can add and delete databases. 

 Administrators also can change the connection status of each database 
separately. 
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3.2.4.4.2 Bucket View 
This view provides an overview of existing (data/content) Buckets and its details stored in 
the database selected. 

Figure 25: Description of CS_MCK_011 
 

  

Database Management Buckets Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CS_MCK_011 

Mock-up Story ID AD_MCKS_010 

Description The administrator can see an overview of the available databases and 
additional information for each database. Additionally, this mock-up gives a 
storage bucket overview.  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Administrators can add and delete databases. 

 Administrators also can change the connection status of each database 
separately. 
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3.3 Dashboard Mock-up 

3.3.1 Overview 

The Dashboard area controls the interfaces in order to introduce the necessary information 
to configure some aspects of the following components: 1st Screen, 2nd Screen, Generic 
Dashboard and Automatic Speech Recognition (See DB_MCKS_0 in Figure 4). 

3.3.2 1st Screen 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 26: 1st Screen Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.3.2.1

The 1st Screen embeds the Generic Dashboard on the 1st Screen device. The Video 
Viewer subcomponent of the Generic Dashboard is the main relevant widget. The interface 
is optimised for big screen sizes, navigable using a simple D-pad (i.e. left, right, up, down 
keys on a remote). Next to the main Video Viewer widget, a couple of other widgets can be 
presented. The 1st Screen interface is further explained in this section. 

 Use Cases 3.3.2.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 27.  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

1SD_MCK_010 Dashboard – 1
st
 Screen  

Main View 
This user interface provides a Video Viewer widget as 
well as additional information widgets to the End User.  

1SD_MCK_020 Dashboard – 1
st
 Screen  

Expanded Settings 
This user interface provides a configuration interface 
for the SAM platform with respect to the user profile 
preferences to the End User. 

ID Functionalities Description 

1SC_F002 1
st
  Screen to 2

nd
 Screen 

Communication 
The 1

st
 Screen to 2

nd
 Screen Communication is an 

essential part of a reliable Dashboard to Dashboard 
communication. It ensures lower network 
bandwidth usage (especially important when 
multiple SAM platforms are active at the same time) 
and lower latency for better user experience. In this 
use case, a widget on the 1

st
 Screen sends a 

message to a widget on the 2
nd

 Screen.  

1SC_F003 Provide 1
st
 Screen Device 

Specifications 
1

st
 Screen content should be adapted to the End 

User’s device. To achieve this, the 1
st
 Screen 

component must provide the device specifications 
to the Generic Dashboard component.  

1SC_F004 Show Notifications for 
Available 2

nd
  Screen 

Content 

When a SAM-enabled video element is started on 
the 1

st
 Screen, all connected 2

nd
 Screens should be 

notified so the End Users can react and consume 
the additional content.  

1SC_F100 Send Widget Message The goal of this use case is to send a message to 
another widget, on a 2

nd
 Screen Dashboard. The 

message contains a specifiable payload. 
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Figure 27: 1st Screen Uses Cases 
 

 Components Involved 3.3.2.3

Figure 28: Components Involved in 1st Screen  
  

1SC_F110 Buffer Message This function is used by the Inter-Device 
Communication. In the Inter-Device Communication 
subcomponents, messages are buffered by using 
this method (and a buffer) before being sent out via 
a socket towards a 2

nd
 Screen device. 

1SC_F140 Widget Response This is a feedback function used for the widget on 
the 2

nd
 Screen to communicate back to its 

companion widget on the 1
st
 Screen that it received 

a message. Optionally, this Widget Response can 
hold its own a payload for the widget on the 1

st
 

Screen. 

1SC_F150 Provide Device 
Specifications 

It is important to show 1
st
 Screen or 2

nd
 Screen 

content adapted to the End User’s device. To 
achieve this, the device specifications have to be 
submitted to the Generic Dashboard component. 

1SC_F160 Gather Device Specification This call gathers the specifications of the 1
st
 Screen 

device, e.g. resolution of the 1
st
 Screen device.  

ID User Interfaces 

Generic Dashboard The 1
st
 Screen presents the Generic Dashboard using the Dashboard 

Viewer component 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.3.2.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the Main view 
(see section 3.3.2.4.1) and the Settings view (see section 3.3.2.4.2). 

3.3.2.4.1 Main View 
The main view of the 1st Screen component consists of a maximised window where the 
Generic Dashboard is presented. The Video Viewer widget occupies the largest part of the 
screen. Next to it other widgets can be present. Every element is navigable by D-pad 
buttons (left, right, up, down keys) plus confirmation and return button whilst other 
navigation (touch, mouse) is possible but not essential. The main view provides the 
opportunity for the End User to watch the video stream and control it via the Video Viewer 
as well as consume related information displayed in additional widgets. It also links to the 
settings area, which is described in the next section. 

 

Figure 29: Description of 1SD_MCK_010 
 

1
st

 Screen Main View Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 1SD_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface provides the End User a Video Viewer widget as well as 
additional information widgets.  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The player options provide simple video navigation elements. By 
pressing the play button, the video starts to play and the button itself 
changes to a pause button, to pause the video. The progress can be 
used to select another position in the video. Also there is a volume 
control and a full screen option in the left bottom corner of the video 
player. 

 On the right side, the End User can switch between available additional 
widgets by clicking on them. 

 By using the subtitles button at the upper navigation, the End User can 
toggle subtitles for the current video. 

 By using the audio button at the upper navigation, the End User gets a 
settings view for audio. 

 By using the SAM Settings button at the upper navigation, it is possible 
to get to the SAM Settings View. 
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3.3.2.4.2 Settings View 
The settings view provides a SAM preferences configuration interface to the End User. 
Using this screen the End User can see and modify the current settings by using simple 
selection checkboxes and toggle buttons. 

Figure 30: Description of 1SD_MCK_020 

3.3.3 2nd Screen 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

1
st

 Screen Settings Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 1SD_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface provides a configuration interface for the SAM platform 
with respect to the End User profile preferences to the End Users. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Setting the current SAM Account by setting the username in the “SAM 
Account” field. 

 In the social networks area it is possible to connect to different external 
social media, like Facebook, Twitter or Google+ 

 The last four options e-commerce, advertisements, statistics and 
geolocation enables to set SAM profile preferences 

Mock-up ID Name Description 

2SD_MCK_030 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen 
Register View 

This user interface provides the means for creating a 
new SAM End User by registering the user 
credentials.  

2SD_MCK_040 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen 
Password Recovery View 

This user interface provides a mechanism for 
password recovery. 
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Figure 31: 2nd Screen Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.3.3.1

The 2nd Screen component has two main user interfaces the End User can interact with: 

 A Login Area to fill in the user credentials or use additional interactions which are at 
the login interface such as the “Register” button and “Password-Forgot” button. 

 A User Content Area which wraps the Generic Dashboard inside to present SAM 
Widgets. Also there is a “Preference” button to configure some 2nd Screen settings 

 Use Cases 3.3.3.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 32.  

Figure 32: 2nd Screen Use Cases 
 

  

2SD_MCK_050 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen  
Viewer 

This user interface shows the content area of the 2
nd

 
Screen. The content area includes the Generic 
Dashboard, preferences and a “logout” button 

2SD_MCK_060 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen  
Preferences 

In this view, the End User is able to change settings 
for the 2

nd
 Screen, including Notifications, Volume, 

and Privacy. 

ID Functionalities Description 

2SC_F040 Synchronise with Video 
Element 

To display content adapted to the actual video and 
its progress, the Generic Dashboard component 
requires the id and the current time. The ID and the 
timestamp are only updated when necessary, i.e. 
when a new video is started or when a new 
timestamp in the video is selected by the consumer 
(e.g. when the End User fast-forwards or rewinds 
the video). 

2SC_F090 Connect This functionality establishes a connection between 
a 1

st
 Screen and the 2

nd
 Screen component. 

2SC_F100 Provide Connection Data This functionality provides the connection details 
and needed data to the Dashboard Viewer 
subcomponent. 

2SC_F110 Provide GPS Coordinates This functionality provides GPS coordinates which 
are used by the Generic Dashboard and connected 
components. 

2SC_F120 Request GPS Coordinates This functionality sends a request for GPS 
coordinates to the Dashboard Viewer 
subcomponent. 

2SC_F130 Get Current GPS 
Coordinates 

This functionality returns the GPS coordinates from 
the Device Controller subcomponent. 

2SC_F140 Update GPS Coordinates This functionality updates the stored GPS 
coordinates to the current ones. 
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 Components Involved 3.3.3.3

Figure 33: Components Involved in 2nd Screen 

 Mock-up Event Description 3.3.3.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the Login view 
(see section 3.3.3.4.1) and the User Content view (see section 0). 

3.3.3.4.1 Login View 
The Login View provides an interface where the End User is able to enter the user 
credentials, to register a user account or request a forgotten password. In addition there is 
a prominent SAM logo, so the End User knows which platform to login and it also suggests 
which credentials are expected. In addition there is a small information text at the bottom 
about the process after the application was installed, so the End User knows exactly that 
the installation routine ended and the application is ready to use. 

Figure 34: Description of 2SD_MCK_020 
 

ID User Interfaces 

Generic Dashboard The Generic Dashboard provides Widgets with actual information regarding 
the content of the 1

st
 Screen.   

Identity and Security 
Service 

The User Identity Manager is a subcomponent of the Identity and Security 
Service and is concerned with the management of user identities.  

2
nd

 Screen Login Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 2SD_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_010, DB_MCKS_040 

Description The End User is able to login with the appropriate user credentials, or the 
End User can be forwarded to register a new SAM account or retrieve a new 
password if the old one is forgotten. 

Mock-Up Image 

  

Interaction  An existing End User can login with filling in the appropriate user 
credentials and clicking the Login button 

 New End Users can register a SAM account by clicking the Register 
button and following the upcoming instructions 

 An End User retrieves a new password by clicking the Forgot password? 
button and following the upcoming instructions 
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Figure 35: Description of 2SD_MCK_030 
 

Figure 36: Description of 2SD_MCK_040 
 

  

2
nd

 Screen Register Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 2SD_MCK_030  

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface provides the means for creating a new SAM user by 
registering the user credentials.  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Fill in user credentials and email address 

 Create user account by clicking the “Register” button 

2
nd

 Screen Password Recovery Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 2SD_MCK_040 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface provides a mechanism for password recovery. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Fill in an existing email address. 

 Click the “Recover” button to start the password recovery process. The 
End User gets an email with his username and a new generated 
password, after having clicked the button. 
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3.3.3.4.2 User Content View 
The User Content view is primarily a wrapper for the Generic Dashboard. The Generic 
Dashboard provides the main interaction for the End User in the user content area. At the 
upper area the End User can logout from the SAM Platform with a logout button and the 
End User is able to change some settings in the preferences area. 

Figure 37: Description of 2SD_MCK_050 
  

2
nd

 Screen User Content Area Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 2SD_MCK_050 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_040 

Description This user interface shows the content area of the 2
nd

 Screen. The content 
area includes the Generic Dashboard, preferences and a “logout” button 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The End User is able to logout with the “Logout” button 

 The End User is able to change settings with the “Preferences” button 

 The End User can gather information with the Generic Dashboard and 
interact with several Widgets 
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Figure 38: Description of 2SD_MCK_060 
 

  

2
nd

 Screen User Content Area Preferences Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 2SD_MCK_060 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_040 

Description In this view, the End User is able to change settings for the 2
nd

 Screen, 
including Notifications, Volume, and Privacy. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The End User is able to logout with the “Logout” button. 

 The End User can return to the Generic Dashboard View. 

 The End User can change settings, such as Notifications, Volume, 
Privacy 
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3.3.4 Generic Dashboard 

In this section the following mock-up is described: 

Figure 39: Generic Dashboard Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.3.4.1

The Generic Dashboard, integrated in both 1st and 2nd Screens, consists of one main user 
interface. The End User can interact with the Generic Dashboard, which is a single page 
application displaying multiple widgets on one screen providing video, graphics and textual 
information. The component is further explained in this section. 

 Use Cases 3.3.4.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 40.  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

DAS_MCK_010 Dashboard – Widgets This user interface provides access to SAM widgets  

ID Functionalities Description 

GD_F001 Receive content from 
Syndicator 

The main functionality of the Generic Dashboard is 
to receive content (metadata, pictures, video’s, 
taglines, etc.) from the Syndicator and distribute 
this information to the appropriate widgets.  

GD_F002 Send and Receive content 
from Social Components 

The Generic Dashboard connects to the Social 
Components to receive information from social 
network, amongst contributing to these networks, 
joining them and adding friends to your own social 
community.  

GD_F003 Stream video from Video 
Source 

This use case describes how to play a video in the 
1

st
 Screen component from a video source.  

GD_F004 Edit SAM Settings Used when an End User wants to change SAM 
settings such as enabling/disabling e-commerce, 
ads, usage statistics or geolocation. A few 
components are activated and process these 
settings. The End User uses personal views to 
control the scope of related content as well as the 
nature of the content, i.e. the End User can request 
to see a sub-section of the editorially provided data 
that fits their preferences, that relates to their social 
community context or listed programmes of 
interest. 

GD_F010 Time ID Update To be able to receive the right information from the 
syndicator, the video ID and time should be known 
and used as parameters to fetch the right related 
information from the Syndicator. In the end it is the 
Widget Manager that receives this information and 
distribute it further to the widgets. The ID and time 
are only updated when necessary, i.e. when a new 
video is started or when a new timestamp in the 
video is selected by the End User (e.g. when the 
End User fast-forwards or rewinds the video) 

GD_F020 Get Syndicator. Related Info The Syndicator fetches and prepares related 
information based on the ID and time that was 
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shared by the Generic Dashboard. 

GD_F021 Get Social Components. 
Related Info 

The Social Components fetch and prepare social 
content based on the ID and time that was shared 
by the Generic Dashboard.  It involves supplying 
social information as a posting of user information 
onto social network, as well as joining Dynamically 
Created Communities, relevant to the video through 
specialised widgets 

GD_F030 Related Package Info This process packages the data in order to send it 
in a network-efficient way. The Syndicator knows 
the ‘script’ of related data, so it can package this 
data and send it intact (which is done with the 
GD_F040. This function exists on both the Social 
Components as well as the Syndicator. 

GD_F040 Send Related Syndicator Info This function sends the packaged related 
information from the Syndicator to the Widget 
Manager of the Generic Dashboard. 

GD_F041 Send Related Social 
Components Info 

This function sends the packaged related 
information from Social Components to the Widget 
Manager of the Generic Dashboard. 

GD_F050 Unpack Related Syndicator 
Info 

Before the bundle of packaged syndicated 
information can be read, it needs to be unpacked 
by this function. 

GD_F051 Unpack Related Social 
Components Info 

Before the bundle of packaged social information 
can be read, it needs to be unpacked through by 
the means of this function. 

GD_F060 Process Info The information that is received from the Syndicator 
can be read out and processed. Related 
information about which is applicable to which 
widget can be recognised and the timestamp can 
be compared with the current timestamp that the 
Widget Manager holds. The packaged information 
may be coming from the Social Components or 
from the Syndicator. The Widget Manager knows 
how to interpret the different types and sends the 
processed information towards the appropriate 
widgets.  

GD_F070 Update Widget Notification This is one of the main functions the Widget 
Manager needs to provide. It updates the relevant 
widget, at the right time, with related information, 
e.g. a Google Maps widget gets the geolocation at 
the time the maps information is beneficial to the 
End User and only updates at that specific time. 

GD_F080 Update Widget The Widget updates itself as soon as it receives 
related information from the Widget Manager. The 
kind of information can be either just ‘related’ 
information or social information, depending on the 
widget that is updated. 

GD_F090 Collapse when consumed When there is no more information to show to the 
End User, the widget collapses after a certain 
timeout. 

GD_F100 Send Social Components 
URI 

This function sends the URI that is necessary for 
the widget to communicate with this particular 
social component. Basically, the URI defines where 
the social network is located and thus how to 
contact it. 

GD_F110 Fetch Feed This function requests a feed of social information 
starting from a URI. 
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Figure 40: Generic Dashboard Use Cases 
 

GD_F120 Send Feed This function gets the feed of information of the 
Social Components. 

GD_F130 Post Social Media This is called when the End User creates a post or 
shares media on a social network in a specific 
specialised social widget. It gets communicated to 
the Social Components, which handles it further. 

GD_F140 Join Dynamic Community This function gets called when an End User joins a 
Dynamic Community. The End User is able to join 
such communities through specialised social 
widgets. 

GD_F150 Request Video List This function gets called by the Video Viewer 
subcomponent to get the list of available videos on 
the video source.  

GD_F160 Send Video List By executing this functionality, the video source 
sends the list of available videos to the Video 
Viewer subcomponent. 

GD_F170 Select Video Whenever the End User selects a video, this 
functionality gets called so that the system can be 
informed about the current media. 

GD_F180F180 Request Stream After the End User selects a video by using Select 
Video, a video stream gets requested from the 
Video Source by using the function Request 
Stream. 

GD_F190F190 Send Stream The Video Source responds to the Video Viewer by 
sending an URL to the Video Viewer, which can be 
used to stream the video. 

GD_F200F200 Play Stream This is one of the main functionalities the Generic 
Dashboard serves as any video that is being played 
on the SAM platform comes from a specific Video 
Source. When “Play Stream” is called with a 
specific video URL as parameter, the Video Viewer 
prepares itself to stream the video (e.g. buffering) 
and then starts the streaming process. 

GD_F210 View SAM Settings This call is made from the 1
st
 or 2

nd
 Screen 

component in order to show and edit the SAM 
settings. 

GD_F220 Show SAM Settings This makes the SAM settings visible as a user 
interface element. 

GD_F230 Save SAM Settings This saves the SAM settings. 

GD_F240 Toggle E-Commerce This enables/disables e-commerce. 

GD_F250 Toggle Ads This enables/disables advertisements. 

GD_F260 Toggle Usage Statistics This enables/disables usage statistics. 

GD_F270 Toggle Location This enables/disables the geolocation. 

GD_F280 Update Device Specifications This sends the Device Specifications to the Generic 
Dashboard, which distributes it further towards the 
Identity and Security Services. 
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 Components Involved 3.3.4.3

Figure 41: Components Involved in Generic Dashboard  

 Mock-up Event Description 3.3.4.4

The following section describes the different mock-up interactions related to the Widgets 
(see section 3.3.4.4.1). 

3.3.4.4.1 Widgets 
The Generic Dashboard is composed of widgets with which an End User can interact. 
These widgets provide various types of content (i.e. video on the 1st Screen), obtained 
from different components (video source, Syndicator, Social Components). The goal of this 
interface is to provide the End User with a clear, unified look and feel, easy navigation and 
widget management. The Generic Dashboard takes the full screen of the device, having 
an options menu under a clickable icon in the upper right corner. Those options include 
links to the widget settings, SAM preferences and connected devices list. In the Generic 
Dashboard, a number of independently placed frames are present for use by widgets. 
Each widget has its options under a clickable icon in the upper right corner. Those options 
include move/resize the widget, collapse and close. 

ID User Interfaces 

Syndicator The Generic Dashboard component displays gathered syndication 
information from Syndicator inside widgets. 

Social Components The Generic Dashboard component displays gathered social information 
from Social Components inside widgets. 

Video Source The Generic Dashboard component displays video from the Video Source 
by using a specialised Video Viewer widget. 

Identity and Security 
Service 

The Generic Dashboard displays and modifies information about SAM 
account and profile settings. . 

Generic Dashboard Widget Overview Mock-up 

Mock-up ID DAS_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface provides access to SAM widgets  

Mock-Up Image 
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Figure 42: Description of DAS_MCK_010 

3.3.5 Automatic Speech Recognition 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 43: Automatic Speech Recognition Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.3.5.1

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) allows the End User to issue verbal commands to 
SAM. Essentially, ASR contains: 

 A launcher icon residing in 2nd screen 

 A pop window which is dynamically updated throughout the whole recognition process 

 Use Cases 3.3.5.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 44.  

Interaction  The typical Android settings icon, which is located in the upper right 
corner of each widget allows the End User to enter the widget settings, 
e.g. the End User can deactivate or collapse the Widget. 

 The End User can drag the widget by holding the title bar of the widget 
and move to another position by dropping it, the widget gets the new 
position.   

 The typical settings icon, which is located in the upper right corner of the 
dashboard, the End User is allowed to navigate to SAM settings. 

Mock-up ID Name Description 

2SD_MCK_010 Dashboard – 2
nd

 Screen 
Main View 

This user interface contains the Generic Dashboard 
with some widget examples and also the Automatic 
Speech Recognition widget where the End User can 
initiate the automatic speech recognition.  

ASR_MCK_010 Dashboard – Automatic 
Speech Recognition 
Verbal Command 

The  Automatic Speech  Recognition pop-up window 
in its “recording” phase 

ASR_MCK_020 Dashboard – Automatic 
Speech Recognition 
Confirmation 

The pop-up  Automatic Speech Recognition window in 
its “recognition ended” phase 

TTS_MCK_010 Dashboard – Text-To-
Speech  

The pop up Automatic Speech Recognition window in 
its “confirmation” phase 

ID Functionalities Description 

VD_F010 Connect to the Dashboard 
Viewer 

The Voice Dialogue has to connect to a Dashboard 
Viewer instance so that it can exchange data with. 

VD_F030 Send the GUI output to the 
Dashboard Viewer 

Information about GUI are passed to the 
Dashboard Viewer and thus displayed to the End 
User. 

VD_F060 The Dialogue Move Engine 
executes a new move 

The Dialogue Move Engine (DME) executes 
actions that move the dialogue session forward. It 
is used with the Voice Dialogue in conjunction with 
any other information processing functionality. 

VD_F080 Exchange data with the 
Information State 

Voice Dialogue consults the Information State and 
records in it any changes regarding information 
about the dialogue.   
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Figure 44: Automatic Speech Recognition Use Cases 

 Components Involved 3.3.5.3

Figure 45: Components Involved in Automatic Speech Recognition  

 Mock-up Event Description 3.3.5.4

The following section describes the different mock-up interactions related for providing 
verbal input (see section 3.3.5.4.1). 

3.3.5.4.1 Providing Verbal Input 
The Automatic Speech Recognition widget provides an interface where the End User is 
able to state a command targeted to SAM or SAM widgets. As it can be seen below, the 
End User taps an icon, a pop up is shown, the End User gives a command while getting 
feedback/ partial recognition results and at the end the End User is requested to confirm 
the final recognition.  

If the answer is positive a confirmation box appears, otherwise the recording widget is 
shown again and the process restarts. The End User can escape the whole process by 
pressing anywhere outside the Automatic Speech Recognition widget pop up. 

  

VD_F090 Formulate a piece of 
information to be uttered 

As soon as Voice Dialogue wants to communicate 
a piece of information to the End User, it has to be 
formulated into a TTS-compatible format.  

VD_F100 Call the TTS external service 
and supply it with data 

The TTS external service has to be called and 
supplied with data for the End User to receive 
verbal information from Voice Dialogue. 

VD_F110 Call the ASR external service 
and request data 

The ASR external service is called and returns 
transcribed text from the End User’s verbal input. 

VD_F120 Interpret data from the ASR 
external service 

The transcribed text from the ASR has to be 
interpreted into a DME-compatible format. 

ID User Interfaces 

Voice Dialogue Voice Dialogue is a subcomponent of the 2
nd

 Screen and is concerned with 
voice interaction in the 2

nd
 Screen.  
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Figure 46: Description of 2SD_MCK_010 
  

Automatic Speech Recognition Record Mock-up 

Mock-up ID 2SD_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_050 

Description This user interface contains the Generic Dashboard with some widget 
examples and also the Automatic Speech Recognition widget where the End 
User can initiate The Automatic speech Recognition. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Tapping the “microphone” button to initiate the Automatic Speech 
Recognition 
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Figure 47: Description of ASR_MCK_010 
 

Figure 48: Description of ASR_MCK_020 
 

Automatic Speech Recognition Verbal Command Mock-up 

Mock-up ID ASR_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_050 

Description The Automatic Speech Recognition pop-up window in its “recording” phase 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Uttering the verbal command 

Automatic Speech Recognition Verbal Command Mock-up 

Mock-up ID ASR_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_050 

Description The pop-up Automatic Speech Recognition window in its “recognition ended” 
phase 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The End User can confirm or reject the utterance recognition by tapping 
one of the two buttons. 
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Figure 49: Description of TTS_MCK_010 

3.4 Marketplace Mock-up 

3.4.1 Overview 

The marketplace user interface provides the necessary interface to search, enrich, and 
buy assets and services that Content Broadcasters, Content Brokers or Software 
Providers would like. This interface also provides access to the Business Rules Manager 
UI, Linker UI, Content Gateways UI, and Analytics UI. A complete mock-up story is located 
in Figure 4. 

  Login View 3.4.1.1

The following login mock-ups show how a Content Provider can login to the marketplace 
platform. If the Content Provider is new to SAM, the Content Provider is able to register a 
new account or if the Content Provider forgot the password, the password can be reset. 

  

Automatic Speech Recognition Response Mock-up 

Mock-up ID TTS_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID DB_MCKS_050 

Description The pop up Automatic Speech Recognition window in its “confirmation” 
phase 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction 
 No interaction, but the End User gets a status response of the process 
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Figure 50: Description of MKP_MCK_010  
  

Marketplace Login Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID MKP_MCKS_010 

Description Through this interface different Content Providers can enter their credentials. 
Once validated the Content Providers are logged into the system. This 
interface also provides access to register new Content Providers or give a 
reminder of credentials. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  An existing Content Provider can login with entering the user credentials 
and clicking the “Login” button 

 New Content Providers can register a SAM account by clicking the 
“Register” button and following the upcoming instructions 

 A Content Providers retrieves a new password by clicking the “Forgot 
password” hyperlink?  

 In case that the Content Provider wants to keep the login being 
activated, the user should check the checkbox “Keep me signed” 

file:///C:/Users/Danny/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_010(Login).pdf
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Figure 51: Description of AM_MCK_020 
  

Marketplace Register Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID MKP_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface allows to enter the necessary information in order to 
register a new Content Provider. The basic information are: username, 
password, email, company and industry sector. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction 
 Filling the form and clicking on the button “Register” 

file:///C:/Users/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_010(Login).pdf
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Figure 52: Description of AM_MCK_030 
  

Marketplace Reminder Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_030 

Mock-up Story ID MKP_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface allows an existing Content Provider to get reminded of 
the user credentials, if the Content Provider forgot them. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Entering an e-mail into the textbox and clicking the button “Send” to get 
the user credentials for the Content Provider account according to the e-
mail address via e-mail. 
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3.4.2 Personal Area 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 53: Personal Area Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.4.2.1

This area offers the functionalities to configure the personal information of each Content 
Provider. This section contains different subsections: User Account and My Orders. The 
first one is focused on depicting the necessary screens to define user account information 
such as user and password or credit cards. The second one is focused on defining the 
user interfaces to see the orders made and sent by the Content Provider. 

 Use Cases 3.4.2.2

There are no existing use cases for this mock-up. 

 Components Involved 3.4.2.3

Figure 54: Components Involved in Personal Area 
  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

PA_MCK_010 Marketplace – Update 
Company Details 

This user interface facilitates updating company 
details. 

PA_MCK_011 Marketplace – Password 
Confirmation 

This user interface allows to change the password 
information 

PA_MCK_020 Marketplace – Payment  This user interface shows the Payment options. 

PA_MCK_021 Marketplace – Payment 
Editor 

This interface allows to edit the selected payment 
option. 

PA_MCK_022 Marketplace – Payment 
Methods 

This user interface shows the different payment 
methods such as add credit card, add Google Wallet, 
add PayPal account or Amazon credentials 

PA_MCK_023 Marketplace – Add Credit 
Card 

This user interface permits adding credit card 
information: name, card provider, card number, valid 
date, etc. 

PA_MCK_030 Marketplace – Manage 
Billing Information  

This user interface permits managing of the billing 
information. 

PA_MCK_031 Marketplace – Invoice 
History 

This user interface permits viewing of the invoice 
history. 

PA_MCK_040 Marketplace – Orders  This user interface permits viewing of received and 
accepted or rejected orders. 

ID User Interfaces 

Identity and Security 
Services 

The marketplace uses the Identity and Security Services component to 
validate the credentials and permissions of the user who is using the 
marketplace. 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.2.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the user 
account (see section 3.4.2.4.1) and the orders area (see section 0). 

3.4.2.4.1 User Account 
The User Account contains all personal information for Content Providers. The Content 
Provider is able to update the information such as changing the password. Furthermore, 
the Content Provider gets an overview about billing and payment. There, the Content 
Provider can manage the billing and payment processes. 

Figure 55: Description of PA_MCK_010 
  

Update Company Details Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface facilitates updating company details. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Content Provider can update the personal information by typing the 
new information into the different textboxes and then click on the “Save” 
button to update the information. 

 In order to change the password, the Content Provider can click on the 
“Change Password” button to open a new screen to introduce the new 
information. 
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Figure 56: Description of PA_MCK_011 
  

Password Confirmation Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_011 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface allows for changing the password information 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In order to change the password, the End User should type the new 
information and click on the “Save” button to update the information or 
the “Cancel” button to cancel the action. 
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Figure 57: Description of PA_MCK_020 
  

Payment Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface shows the Payment options. 
  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Content Provider can add a new payment method by clicking on 
“Add” button. 

 The Content Provider can edit a payment method by selecting it and 
clicking on “Edit” button. 

 The Content Provider can delete a payment method by selecting it and 
clicking on “Delete” button. 
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Figure 58: Description of PA_MCK_021 
  

Payment Editor Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_021 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This interface allows the editing of the selected payment option. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Once “Edit Selected payment option” is selected, the Content Provider 
can type the new information and click on “Save” button in order to 
update the information or “Cancel” button in order to cancel the editing. 
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Figure 59: Description of PA_MCK_022 
  

Payment Methods Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_022 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface shows the different payment methods such as add credit 
card, add Google Wallet, add PayPal account or Amazon credentials 

Mock-Up Image 
        

 

Interaction  Click on the wished option: “Add credit card”, “Add Google Wallet”, “Add 
PayPal account”, “Amazon Payments” or “Cancel” in order to cancel the 
selection. 
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Figure 60: Description of PA_MCK_023 
  

Add Creditcard Mockup 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_023 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface permits adding credit card information: name, card 
provider, card number, valid date, etc. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Fill the form with the necessary credit card information: Name, Card 
Provider, Card Number, Valid Date and CC. 

 Click on the “Add” button in order to add the new payment type. 

 Click on the “Cancel” button in order to cancel the action and back to the 
main payment screen. 
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Figure 61: Description of PA_MCK_030 
  

Manage Billing Information Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_030 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface permits managing of the billing information. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Fill the form with the necessary information: Address, Region, Postal 
Code, Country, Company and VAT. 

 Click on “Save” option to store the information. 

 Click on “Reset” option to clear the form. 

 Click on the “Invoice History” button in order to view the payments 
history. 
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Figure 62: Description of PA_MCK_031 
 

  

Invoice History Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_31 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface permits viewing of the invoice history. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Fill the form with the necessary information: Address, Region, Postal 
Code, Country, Company and VAT. 

 Click on “Save” option to store the information. 

 Click on “Reset” option to clear the form. 

 Click on the “Invoice History” button in order to hide or view the 
payments history. The grid history shows different columns with 
information about the payments such as: product, transaction type, date 
or status. 
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3.4.2.4.2 My Orders 
In My Orders, the Content Provider can view all the orders, which was made. The Content 
Provider is able to order the listing and also view the status of every order. This 
guarantees a transparency about the orders. 

Figure 63: Description of PA_MCK_040 
 

  

Orders Mock-up 

Mock-up ID PA_MCK_040 

Mock-up Story ID PA_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface permits viewing of received and accepted or rejected 
orders. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In the central area, a list with the received orders are shown. The 
Content Provider is able to accept, reject or view the order from this grid. 

 On the left side, the Content Provider provides an area to introduce 
different filters in order to look for any order or groups of orders. 

 In order to print the list, the Content Provider can click on the “Print” 
button. 

 In order to export the list in different formats, the Content Provider can 
click on the “Export” button. 
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3.4.3 Content Gateway 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 64: Content Gateway Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.4.3.1

The Content Gateway is the component in charge of gathering data from external data 
sources, including 3rd party systems. The objective is to implement strategies, tools and 
techniques to allow the easy integration of heterogeneous content sources into the SAM 
Platform. 

 Use Cases 3.4.3.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 65.  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

CG_ MCK _010 Marketplace – Mapping 
Repository 

This user interface is used to manage the Mapping 
Repository and to develop the different functionalities 
related to these. 

CG_ MCK _020 Marketplace – Schedule This user interface facilitates scheduling data import 
actions. 

CG_ MCK _030 Marketplace – Gateway This user interface is used to define a new import. To 
define a new import it is necessary to enter a 
description, mapping file, workflow and an active 
option. 

CG_ MCK _040 Marketplace – Importing 
Assets 

This user interface aims at providing the different 
Content Gateways options. 

CG_MCK_041 Marketplace – New 
Import 

This user interface allows the definition of a mapping. 

ID Functionalities Description 

CG_F010 Importing Assets from 
Content Providers 

In order to import or link the necessary information into 
the SAM Platform, the different Content Providers may 
integrate or link the information in their 3rd party systems 
through the gateways. The Semantic Integrator Editor 
component is used for the first time in order to define the 
mapping between the sources structures and destination 
structures and this mapping are stored and used by 
Mapping Repository in future importations. If necessary 
(no specific data export features exists), a specific 
gateway client is installed in a network with direct access 
(e.g. LAN) to the 3

rd
 party system. (CG_F020). Once the 

mapping is created, it is necessary to create a new 
importation (CG_F030) in order to import and 
characterise the assets. Afterwards the Actor is able to 
confirm the characterisation of the imported assets by 
using the Asset Profiler (SS_F110). 

CG_F020 Creating Mapping  In order to import data from 3
rd

 Party Systems into the 
specific asset description format, it is necessary to 
define a format mapping. This mapping is stored in the 
Mapping Repository to carry out further data import, 
synchronisation or linking activities. 

CG_F021 Importing Schema This functionality defines the importing of the different 
source data formats and destination schemas into the 
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Figure 65: Content Gateways Use Cases 
  

mapping tool. 

CG_F022 Saving Mapping in 
Repository 

This functionality is in charge of storing the different 
mapping information (schemas, transformation, etc.) into 
the Mapping Repository in order to reuse (or share) it in 
for further activities. 

CG_F023 Comparing Schemas In order to create the mapping, it is necessary to 
compare the different data format schemas imported and 
establish the mapping paths between the different 
source and destination data entities. Once the 
comparison is shown to the Content Provider, it is able 
to manually update the maps or confirm the suggestions 
made by the tool (CG_F024)  

CG_F024 Semantic Links 
Suggestion 

This functionality is in charge of proposing semantic links 
to the Content Provider in order to accelerate the 
mapping definition step. The suggestions are based on 
both semantic and syntactic data mining of the 
mappings already stored. 

CG_F030 Creating a new 
Importation 

This functionality provides the process to define a new 
data import in the SAM Platform. When defining an 
import process, it is necessary (in most of the cases) to 
assign a mapping file (CG_F040), a workflow or both. 
Besides, a schedule can be associated for periodic 
imports and updates(CG_F060) 

CG_F040 Assigning mapping to 
an importation  

This functionality is in charge of assigning a mapping to 
the definition of a data importation process. For 
example, this allows to use the assigned mapping to 
transform the input data into the internal SAM asset 
format.  

CG_F050 Editing importation 
 

Once the importation is created, it is possible to update 
the different configuration options such as mapping, 
workflow, description, schedule, etc. at any time. 

CG_F060 Scheduling Importation 
Execution 

This functionality covers the process of scheduling the 
execution of an importation. For instance, if it is 
necessary to carry out a weekly data importation. By 
using this functionality, it is possible assign a specific 
day and time slot to execute the importation. 

CG_F100 Data Annotation and 
Semantic 
Characterisation  

This functionality allows the use of advanced techniques 
for data annotation and semantic characterisation of the 
imported data assets. This functionality is provided by 
the Semantic Services component through SS_F110 
Characterising Content functionality. 

CG_F110 Storing Assets in Cloud 
Storage 

Once the assets have been imported, annotated and 
characterised these are stored in the Cloud Storage for 
later usage. 

CG_F120 Executing workflows to 
import Complex data  

The Content Gateways is able to use different services 
from the Interconnection Bus in order to describe and 
execute complex data import workflows.  

CG_F130 Extracting Information 
from External 
Resources 

This functionality implements the necessary methods to 
extract and/or link information from external resources 
(such as web pages) from the SAM Platform or from 
Syndicator. 
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 Components Involved 3.4.3.3

Figure 66: Content Gateway Involved Components 
  

ID User Interfaces 

Syndicator The Syndicator calls the Content Gateways in order to retrieve data from 
external resources, such as specific web pages or, Wikipedia, etc., which it 
then pushes to the 2

nd
 Screen devices 

Cloud Storage The imported assets are stored in the Cloud Storage to be used by other 
components, such as Marketplace, Syndicator, etc. The transformation 
maps and their definitions are also stored. 

Semantic Services The interaction of the Content Gateways with the Semantic Services allows 
the use of advanced techniques for data annotation and semantic 
characterisation of the imported data assets. 

Interconnection Bus The Content Gateway is able to use different services from the 
Interconnection Bus in order to describe and execute complex data import 
workflows. The orchestration and transformation of internal subcomponents 
of the Interconnection Bus can be used for this purpose. The Content 
Gateway component is also able to provide mapping files to the 
Interconnection Bus through Mapping Repository subcomponent. 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.3.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to create 
mappings (see section 3.4.3.4.1) and manage imports (see section 0). 

3.4.3.4.1 Creating Mapping 
The following mock-up tables show how the Content Provider can interact with the system 
in order to create a new mapping. 

Figure 67: Description of CG_MCK_010 
  

Mapping Repository Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CG_ MCK _010 

Mock-up Story ID CG_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface is used to manage the Mapping Repository and to 
develop the different functionalities related to these. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In order to create a mapping the Content Provider can click on “New” 
button. 

 In order to edit a mapping the Content Provider can select a mapping in 
the list and clicking on the “Edit” button. 

 In order to accept the mappings the Content Provider can click on “OK” 
button. 

 In order to cancel any changes the Content Provider should click on 
“Cancel” button. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/CG_MCKS_020(Creating a New Importation).pdf
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Figure 68: Description of CG_ MCK _041 
 

  

Mapping Definition Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CG_ MCK _041 

Mock-up Story ID CG_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface allows the definition of a mapping. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Using this interface the Content Provider can map the information 
between source and destination by hand or using suggested mappings. 

 Once the Content Provider has finalised the mapping, it can be stored in 
the mapping repository by clicking the “Save” option. 

 Click on “Cancel” option in order to cancel the configuration of the 
mapping. 

file:///C:/Users/Danny/AppData/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/CG_MCKS_010(Creating Mapping).pdf
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3.4.3.4.2 Managing Importations 
The following mock-up tables show how the Content Provider can interact in order to 
manage the different importations (list, create, edit or schedule). 

Figure 69: Description of CG_MCK_040 
  

Content Gateway Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CG_ MCK _040 

Mock-up Story ID LINK_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface aims to provide the different Content Gateways options. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In order to create a new import, the Content Provider should click on the 
“New Import” button. 

 In order to create a new mapping, the Content Provider should click on 
the “New Mapping” button. 

 In order to edit any import, the use should click on “Edit Import” option. 

 In order to schedule an import, the Content Provider should click on “Edit 
Schedule” link. 

 In order to run the import, the Content Provider should click on “Run 
now” link. 
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Figure 70: Description of CG_ MCK _030 
  

  

New Import Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CG_ MCK _030 

Mock-up Story ID CG_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface is used to define a new import. To define a new import it 
is necessary to enter a description, mapping file, workflow and an active 
option. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In order to create a new import, the Content Provider should enter the 
basic information such as description, mapping file and activate the 
import. 

 In order to assign a mapping, the Content Provider should click on 
“Assign Mapping” button. 

 In order to assign a workflow, the Content Provider should click on 
“Workflow” button. 

 In order to cancel the import, the Content Provider should click on 
“Cancel” button. 

 In order to save the import, the Content Provider should click on “Ok” 
button 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/CG_MCKS_020(Creating a New Importation).pdf
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Figure 71: Description of CG_MCK_020 
 

  

Edit Schedule Mock-up 

Mock-up ID CG_ MCK _020 

Mock-up Story ID CG_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface facilitates scheduling data import actions. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In this screen the Content Provider can select the schedule to execute 
the importation. Day, time or recurrence. 

 In order to save the schedule, the Content Provider should click on “OK” 
button. 

 In order to cancel the schedule, the Content Provider should click on 
“Cancel” button. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/CG_MCKS_020(Creating a New Importation).pdf
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3.4.4 Analytics 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 72: Analytics Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.4.4.1

Analytics is the component in charge of providing business-related reports to the different 
stakeholders. These reports are based on Business Intelligence approaches (BI 
component) and advanced social mining techniques (Social Mining component) such as 
social graph analysis and Natural Language Processing. 

 Use Cases 3.4.4.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 73.  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

AN_ MCK _010 Marketplace – Analytics 
Home 

This user interface facilitates the definition and the ad-
hoc generation of reports. It is possible to view the 
results in data grids. It also allows for the following 
general functionalities: New Report, Open Report, 
Save Report, Export Report and Print Report. 

AN_MCK_011 Marketplace – Analytics 
Chart View  

This user interface shows the information in charts. 

ID Functionalities Description 

BI_F010 Creating New Report This functionality defines the necessary steps to 
create a report. Once logged into the system, the 
Content Provider can define the BI report, selecting 
the data fields and filters desired. These data fields 
can be selected from a navigation area in the user 
interface and will be extracted from the Data 
Warehouse. This information is generated during 
the Mine Data process (BI_F100). After that, the 
Actor can execute the report in order to obtain the 
results (BI_F110) and view the information using 
one of the different kind of views (Data grid, Charts, 
etc.) that the user interface offers (BI_UI010). Once 
the Actor has the final version of the report, it can 
be saved in the Cloud Storage storing the report 
definition information.  

BI_F020 Managing Reports The Actor can Edit or Save the report definition and 
Export or Print the report information. If the Actor is 
editing the report, the changed definition 
information is stored in the Cloud Storage through 
the Save option. On the other hand, the Actor can 
export the report information in different formats 
(PDF, XML, HTML, etc.). Finally, in the case of 
printing the report information, the Actor can 
configure different options such as size, orientation, 
etc. 

BI_F030 Extracting information This process implements the Extract, Transform 
and Load process (ETL process) in order to load 
the raw information into the data warehouse and 
transform it into a star schema. This information is 
being extracted from the Cloud Storage (CS_F040) 
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Figure 73: Analytics Use Cases 
 

 Components Involved 3.4.4.3

Figure 74: Components Involved in Analytics 
  

and Social Mining components (SM_F010). 

BI_F100 Mine Data The objective of this functionality is to use the 
information stored during the “Extracting 
information” process (BI_F030) and transform it into 
an understandable structure to be used by the 
Report Manager (BI_F010, BI_F020). Data mining 
involves six common classes of tasks: Anomaly 
detection, Association rule learning, Clustering, 
Classification, Regression and Summarisation. 

BI_F110 Executing Report  This functionality defines the process for executing 
the report generation. The process generates the 
report information from the Data Warehouse, based 
on the reports definition received. 

ID User Interfaces 

Cloud Storage The BI subcomponent gathers the information stored in the Cloud Storage in 
order to analyse it. Intermediate information such as a metadata dictionary 
with the reports definitions are also stored in the Cloud Storage. 

Social Mining The Social Mining component analyses the content using advanced data 
mining and semantic techniques in order to provide sentiment analysis 
information. 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.4.4

The following section describe the different mock-up interactions related to the analytics 
user interface (see section 3.4.4.4.1). 

3.4.4.4.1 Analytics User Interface 
The following mock-ups show how the Content Provider can define and visualise the BI 
reports. It allows the stakeholders to access and browse these reports, once they have 
been generated or updated. 

Analytics Mock-up 

Mock-up ID AN_ MCK _010 

Mock-up Story ID AN_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface facilitates the definition and the ad-hoc generation of 
reports. It is possible to view the results in data grids. It also allows for the 
following general functionalities: New Report, Open Report, Save Report, 
Export Report and Print Report. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In order to have a view of all reports, on the left side of the screen, a tree 
with the reports already created is available. If the Content Provider 
clicks on any report name, the report details are shown in the central 
area.  

 Once a report is opened, the Content Provider can view it any time 
navigating through the different tabs in the top of the central area. 

 The Content Providers are able to define their own reports using 
information processed previously. This information is generated in cubes 
and the cube information is shown as a tree on the left side of the central 
area. 

 In order to define a report, the Content Provider drags and drops the 
fields from the cubes area into the grid area. They can manipulate the 
configuration until they the report required. 

 Once the report has been defined, the Content Provider can generate an 
ad-hoc report by clicking on the button “Run”. The results are shown as 
a grid in the central area. In order to view the results as a graph, the 
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Figure 75: Description of AN_ MCK _010 
 

Figure 76: Description of AN_ MCK _011 
 

Content Provider should click on the “Measures” button. 

 The Content Provider is able to filter the results introducing any filters in 
the “Filter” box. 

 In order to create a new report, the Content Provider should click on the 
button “New”, opening a new tab. 

 The Content Provider is able to recover any report definition from the 
Cloud Storage. In order to open a new report the Content Provider 
should click on the “Open” button. 

 In order to store a report definition, the Content Provider has to click on 
the “Save” button. 

 In order to export the report in different formats, the Content Provider 
has to click on the “Export” button. 

 In order to print the report, the Content Provider should click the “Print” 
button. 

Chart View Mock-up 

Mock-up ID AN_ MCK _011 

Mock-up Story ID AN_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface shows the information in charts. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Content Provider can view the graphs of the report in this screen 
and they are able to select different kind of charts such as: Bar, Picture, 
Line, etc.  
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3.4.5 Asset Profiler 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 77: Asset Profiler Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.4.5.1

The Asset Profiler has three main tabs for editing assets, and by using this interface the 
Content Providers can interact with: 

 Main tab, where basic features such as title, owner, asset type, license type, etc. can 
be set. More details can be found in section 3.4.5.4.1. 

 Semantic tab, where characterisation functionalities can be applied as well as setting 
semantic features manually. More details can be found in section 3.4.5.4.2. 

 Social tab, where social posts can be linked to the assets. More details can be found 
in section 3.4.5.4.3. 

Below a description of the functionalities related to this interface can be found. 

 Use Cases 3.4.5.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 78.  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

SS_ MCK _010 Marketplace – Asset 
Profiler 

The Content Provider is able to set basic 
characteristics of the asset. Components such as, 
Brand and Consumer Protection, needs these basic 
elements for filtering those assets that do not match 
the established rules. 

SS_MCK_011 Marketplace – Semantic 
Tab 

In this user interface a characterisation process can 
be applied over different textual attributes of the asset 
for providing related semantic keywords (asset 
metadata). The Content Provider is able to remove the 
wrong assignments as well as perform semantic 
explorations for assigning new semantic keywords. 

SS_MCK_012 Marketplace – Social Tab This user interface provides a section for searching 
existing Social Media Post Links (SMPL) and 
connecting them to the assets. Also, new SMPL can 
be created, edited or removed into the platform.  

ID Functionalities Description 

SS_F120 Profiling Assets This functionality provides an editor tool used by 
SAM Content Providers in order to check the 
content that has been automatically characterised 
during the Data Characterisation process. Semantic 
annotations involved in the characterised contents 
are approved or removed by means of this tool. 
This editor also provides semantic exploration 
functionalities using the Asset Discovery 
subcomponent to manually annotate the content 
with semantic features, or add/modify information in 
the edited asset and to create, modify or delete 
assets. 

SS_F010 Exploring Resources This functionality acts as an entry point to 
accomplish three types of exploration actions: 
Exploring semantic resources (i.e. SAM ontologies, 
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Figure 78: Asset Profiler Use Cases 

 Components Involved 3.4.5.3

Figure 79: Asset Profiler Involved Components 
  

                                            
1
 http://wiki.socialisingaroundmedia.com/index.php/Glossary#URI 

dictionaries and external shared semantic 
resources for retrieving general semantic data), 
exploring assets (for retrieving assets from SAM 
assets repositories) and exploring sentiment 
resources (i.e. sentiment analysis dictionaries and 
ontologies for retrieving sentiment data). For adding 
or updating new information sources to be 
explored, it is necessary to create specific 
processors to address the new semantic structure 
of the new sources. This is because of the difficulty 
of developing components generic enough to deal 
with all possible data structures, and poor 
performance associated with generic approaches. 

SS_F130 Discovering Assets This functionality is able to suggest assets from 
incoming requests (i.e. keywords or keyword lists) 
based on the Semantic Resources Explorer 
subcomponent.  

SS_F110 Characterising Content It provides a semantic characterisation from an 
input text returning a set of related semantic 
features such as keywords, asset metadata and 
ontology labels. 

SS_F150 Summarising text It synthesises input texts using Natural Language 
Technologies. The input texts could be summarised 
to different target lengths. 

SS_F140 Analysing Sentiment This functionality is able to identify emotion labels, 
sentiment polarities (positive or negative 
sentiments) and their intensity (the strength of the 
feeling expressed) in text. As a result, different 
sentiment polarities, emotions labels and intensity 
values are provided. 

ID User Interfaces 

Semantic Services The Semantic Services provide a service of semantic exploration and asset 
discovery being able to offer the tags (in the form of keywords) related to the 
SAM ontology, such as asset metadata. In addition, this component provides 
an automatic characterisation of the textual content of the asset by providing 
a set of suggestions about the different keywords most appropriated to the 
asset content. 

Cloud Storage This component permits the access for querying the assets selected by the 
Content Provider who is using the interface. Moreover, all parameters and 
values for profiling the assets are retrieved from the Cloud Storage.  

Semantic Resources Using this external component, the asset profiler is able to link assets with 
external shared content by using URI

1
 identifiers such as Wikipedia links. 
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 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.5.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the main tab 
(see section 3.4.5.4.1), the semantic tab (see section 3.4.5.4.2 and the social tab (see 
section 3.4.5.4.3). 

3.4.5.4.1 Main Tab 
The main tab provides an interface where the Content Provider is able to enter the basic 
asset features. There are boxes for setting restrictions (age constraints, validity time 
limitation), type, owner, source, license, logo, features and status of the asset. In addition, 
a preview of the widget can be obtained at any time regardless of the selected tab. 

Figure 80: Description of SS_MCK_010 
 

Asset Profiler Main Tab Mock-up 

Mock-up ID SS_ MCK _010 

Mock-up Story ID SS_ MCKS _010 

Description The Content Provider is able to set basic characteristics of the asset. 
Components such as, Brand and Consumer Protection, needs these basic 
elements for filtering those assets that do not match the established rules. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  A Content Provider can set the basic characteristics of the asset as well 
as deciding to change its approval status to be published into the 
platform. 

 Previewing an asset using the selected widget style on the right side of 
the user interface. 

 From this tab it is possible to go to the Semantic and Social tab in order 
to populate the asset with semantic and social keywords for its 
enhancement. 
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3.4.5.4.2 Semantic Tab 
The Semantic tab provides an interface where the Content Provider is able to apply 
automatic characterisation to different attributes of the assets. This characterisation 
provides a list of keywords that represent asset metadata from the SAM ontology. By using 
this area, the Content Provider is able to supervise the automatic characterisation by 
accepting, removing or manually adding all the keywords related to the asset. For adding 
them, a semantic exploration frame is provided where the Content Provider is able to 
introduce the query words for inferring related asset metadata. 

Figure 81: Description of SS_MCK_011 
 

Asset Profiler Semantic Tab Mock-up 

Mock-up ID SS_ MCK _011 

Mock-up Story ID SS_ MCKS _010 

Description In this user interface a characterisation process can be applied over different 
textual attributes of the asset for providing related semantic keywords (asset 
metadata). The Content Provider is able to remove the wrong assignments 
as well as perform semantic explorations for assigning new semantic 
keywords. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In the upper left corner of the content area is a characterising area. 
There, the Content Provider can choose parts such as description, 
header or keywords to update. 

 On the right side of the content area, the Content Provider can choose a 
style template and get a preview. 

 In the Characterisation Keywords area, the Content Provider can select 
keywords and assign it to an asset and is also able to delete a keyword. 

 In the Ontology navigation area, the Content Provider is able to view an 
ontology for a target word and also can add a new Keyword into the 
ontology tree. 

 From this tab, it is possible to access the Main and Social tabs 
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3.4.5.4.3 Social Tab 
The Social Tab provides an interface where the Content Provider is able to use different 
Social Media Post Links (SMPL) using Twitter hashtags, Twitter nicknames, Facebook 
Wall links, etc. to the SAM assets. For addressing this task, the Content Providers can use 
filtering criteria for finding the social sources which exist in SAM. In addition, the Content 
Provider is able to introduce new social sources by using the editing section which is 
included into this tab. 

Figure 82: Description of SS_MKC_012 
 

  

Asset Profiler Social Tab Mock-up 

Mock-up ID SS_ MCK _012 

Mock-up Story ID SS_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface provides a section for searching existing Social Media 
Post Links (SMPL) and connecting them to the assets. Also, new SMPL can 
be created, edited or removed into the platform.  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In the “Existing Social Tags” area the Content Provider is able to filter 
the Social Media Post Links (SMPL) listing. Also the user can order the 
listing by clicking the table header and the Content Provider can view a 
description about a SMPL by clicking the “Details” button. In the first 
column the Content Provider is able to connect an asset with a SMPL by 
clicking the “+” button 

 In the List of sources area, the Content Provider is able to edit, create 
and delete SMPLs. 

 On the right side of the content area, the Content Provider can choose a 
style template and get a preview. 
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3.4.6 Assets and Services 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 83: Assets and Services Mock-ups 
 

 Overview 3.4.6.1

This section aims to show the related functionalities of assets and services. For this 
reason, four main mock-ups of the related functionalities have been defined: 

 Search and Filter Assets 

 Sell Assets 

 Buy Assets 

 New Service 

Mock-up ID Name Description 

MKP_MCK_040 Marketplace – Home Once the Content Provider is logged in, the Content 
Provider can see the marketplace content area. In this 
area the Content Provider can filter assets using 
several criteria, view the bestselling assets, the most 
popular assets and view related assets to a selected 
asset. The Content Provider can also see purchased 
assets as well as uploaded assets. 

MKP_MCK_041 Marketplace – Search 
and Filter Asset 

This mock-up equals MKP_MCK_030 except that the 
listing is filtered and an Order area is located  on the 
right side 

MKP_MCK_070 Marketplace – Shopping 
Cart Payment 

Once an Information Broker selected some assets to 
buy, the assets are added to the shopping cart as a 
list. There is also a summary about the payment, 
which the Information Broker has to pay for the 
selected assets. 

MKP_MCK_071 Marketplace – Buy Asset In order to buy assets, the Information Broker has to 
add assets to the shopping cart. This user interface 
shows the process, how to do this. 

MKP_MCK_072 Marketplace – Purchase 
Confirmation 

This mock-up describes, that the purchase ended up 
successfully, once the Information Broker clicked the 
“Buy” button in the shopping cart. 

MKP_MCK_080 Marketplace – Sales  In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the 
asset sales information. This user interface allows the 
definition of the general information. 

MKP_MCK_081 Marketplace – Sell Asset In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the 
Asset Sales Information. This user interface allows the 
definition of the distribution information. 

MKP_MCK_084 Marketplace – Asset 
Sales Information 

In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the 
asset sales information. This user interface allows the 
editing of a distribution model.  

MKP_MCK_085 Marketplace – Asset 
Detail  

This user interface shows uploaded assets from Asset 
Provider, which allows to view asset information 
related to the usage of it. 

MKP_MCK_086 Marketplace – Asset 
Information 

The content interface allows to view the asset 
information related to the content of it. 

MKP_MCK_090 Marketplace – Register 
Service 

This user interface allows the creation of a new 
service. The basic information are: name, URL, 
parameters and description. 
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 Use Cases 3.4.6.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 84.  

ID Functionalities Description 

MKT_F010 Buying Assets and Services This functionality controls the definition of the 
necessary process to acquire assets and services. 
The Content Provider uses the marketplace user 
interface to find the required information and add it 
into the Shopping Cart. Once added, they have the 
possibility to pay for them through a payment 
window. 

MKT_F020 Publishing Assets and 
Services 

This functionality controls the definition of the 
necessary process to publish assets and services. 
Once the Actor considers that the asset or service 
can be shown in the marketplace to be acquired for 
other people, s/he can publish it through the 
marketplace user interface. The Actor also has the 
possibility of federating the content in the publishing 
process. 

MKT_F021 Registering Services When composing complex assets, the content 
providers can also include existing services as a 
new kind of asset, embeddable into content to 
provide a richer experience. These services can be 
social recommendation plugins, Shopping Cart 
plug-ins, rating plug-ins etc. Therefore it is 
necessary to register these services in the 
marketplace, providing their definition and 
parameters.  

MKT_F030 Searching Assets and 
Services 

In order to find assets and services to carry out the 
functions related with them (Edit, Link, Sell, 
Publish, Acquire, etc.), the Marketplace supports 
this functionality to facilitate finding them. 

MKT_F040 Providing Business Rules to 
Syndicate 

The Syndicator uses the Marketplace in order to 
extract the business rules information to be able to 
syndicate the correct information. For this reason 
the Marketplace should define this functionality to 
provide this information to the Syndicator. 

MKT_F140 Adding Assets and Services 
to Shopping Cart 

Once the Actors have decided which asset or 
service want, they should add it in the Shopping 
Cart. This functionality controls this process to add 
assets and services in the shopping Cart. 

MKT_F050 Shopping Cart Payments In order to buy the information contained in the 
Shopping Cart, payment is required. This 
functionality controls the definition of the process to 
pay for the assets and services acquired. To carry 
out this operation, the marketplace user interface 
shows a specific window that contains a summary 
of the assets and services acquired and the 
different systems to pay (PayPal, Credit Card, etc.). 

MKT_F060 Extracting information from 
Marketplace Instances 

This functionality provides methods to find and 
extract information from different marketplace 
instances. The information and services in the 
different instances can be provided to the Linker as 
well, in order to compose different or more complex 
assets. 

MKT_F070 Login in Marketplace This functionality is used to validate the user 
credentials in order to access the Marketplace UI. It 
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Figure 84: Assets and Services Use Cases  
 

 Components Involved 3.4.6.3

validates the credentials using Identity and Security 
Services functionalities. 

MKT_F080 Registering User in 
Marketplace 

In order to obtain user credentials to access the 
marketplace user interface it is necessary to apply 
for them. This functionality controls the 
implementation of the necessary steps to register a 
Content Provider in the Marketplace. These steps 
fills a form with personal information (user, 
password, email, etc.) and validating the 
information in the SAM Platform. 

MKT_F090 Reminder User Access This functionality is provided to recover the user 
credentials to access the Marketplace, when the 
password is forgotten. The steps can be entering a 
form and sending back an email with the 
credentials once the information has been 
validated. 

MKT_F100 Defining Business Rules This functionality is used to define the specific 
business rules implementing the different business 
models, required to potentially monetise the 
published asset. For instances, the assets could be 
obtained free of charge or not, depending on what 
has been defined for each content provider and 
their corresponding assets. 

MKT_F110 Getting Assets from Cloud 
Storage 

The assets (or their links) published in the 
Marketplace are stored in the Cloud Storage and 
this functionality provides the Marketplace with the 
ability to store and retrieve information from it. 

MKT_F120 Discovering Assets from 
Semantic Services 

Asset and Service Manager uses this functionality 
to discover assets based on semantic searches. 
Semantic Services gives back the discovered 
assets. 

MKT_F130 Selling Assets and Services This functionality controls the definition of the 
process necessary to sell assets and services such 
as define Business Rules, view the usage history, 
comment and rate the acquired asset. 

MKT_F140 Adding Assets and Services 
to Shopping Cart 

This functionality controls the definition of the 
process necessary to add assets and services to 
the shopping Cart 

MKT_F150 Providing Framework Access This functionality controls supporting access to a 
framework in order to provide a low-effort 
environment for app developers and Content 
Providers. 

ID User Interfaces 

Identity and Security 
Services 

The Marketplace uses the Identity and Security Services component to 
validate the credentials and permissions of the Content Provider who is 
using the Marketplace. 

Brand and Consumer 
Protection 

The Marketplace uses Brand and Consumer Protection in order to check the 
different brand and consumer rules defined to the assets and services. 

Cloud Storage The assets (or their links) are published in the Marketplace and are stored in 
the Cloud Storage and this component provides the Marketplace with the 
ability to store and retrieve information from it. 
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Figure 85: Components Involved in Assets and Services 

 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.6.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to search and 
filter assets (see section 3.4.6.4.1), sell assets (see section 0), buy assets (see section 0) 
and the setting up new services (see section 0). 

3.4.6.4.1 Search and Filter Assets 
These views provide a brief overview over assets, which can be searched directly or 
filtered. Furthermore, it provides interaction options to create new assets or services, 
update existing assets or services. 

  

Syndicator The Syndicator component interacts with the Marketplace in order to extract 
the necessary assets and services to syndicate information 

Semantic Services The Marketplace uses this component to discover assets based on semantic 
searches. Semantic Services provide the discovered assets. 

Linker The Content Providers are able to access the Linker from the Marketplace in 
order to compose these complex assets, link services to assets and/or edit 
the assets themselves 
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Figure 86: Description of MKP_MCK_040 

Search and Filter Assets Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_040 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_020 

Description Once the Content Provider is logged in, the Content Provider can see the 
marketplace content area. In this area the Content Provider can filter assets 
using several criteria, view the bestselling assets, the most popular assets 
and view related assets to a selected asset. The Content Provider can also 
see purchased assets as well as uploaded assets. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  On the left side of the screen is a box with different filters. The Content 
Provider can use these to input and filter the information in the central 
grid. The Content Provider also has the possibility to include the 
federated instances into the search. It is also possible to filter 
information using the boxes in the top of each column of the table. 

 The Content Provider can see the bestselling assets in a particular box. 
The Content Provider can click on the asset description and see the 
related assets and is able to acquire them. 

 The Content Provider can see the most popular assets in a particular 
box. The Content Provider can click on the asset description and see the 
related assets and is able to acquire them. 

 When the Content Provider selects an asset, it is possible to see its 
related asset in this screen area. 

 The Content Provider can open the new asset screen from this screen, 
clicking on the button “New Asset” in the Shortcuts area. 

 The Content Provider can open the new asset screen from this screen, 
clicking on the button “New Service” in the Shortcuts area. 

 The Content Provider can open the asset screen with the asset 
information already loaded, clicking on the link “Edit” in the options. 

 The  Content Provider can open the Linker Screen with the asset 
information already loaded, clicking on the link “Link” in the options 

 The Content Provider can go the selling area and click on the link “Sell” 
in the assets options, in order to define the sales information related to 
the asset. 

 In case the Content Provider wants to publish the asset, the “Publish” 
link in the asset options should be clicked. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_020(Search and Filter).pdf
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Figure 87: Description of MKP_MCK_041 
 

  

Search and Filter Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_041 
 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_020 

Description This mock-up equals MKP_MCK_030 except that the listing is filtered and an 
order area is located  on the right side 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction This screen contains several functionalities from Figure 86 such as filter, 
most sold assets and most popular assets. Therefore the interaction is 
already explained in Figure 86 and the following list explain the specific 
actions of this screen. 

 The Content Provider can open the asset screen with the asset 
information that is already loaded by clicking on the link “View” in the 
assets options. 

 In case that the Content Provider wants to acquire an asset, the link 
“Acquire” in the asset option should be clicked. Once the option has 
been clicked the asset is shown in the “Shopping Cart” area. 

 Once the shopping cart is complete, it is possible to carry on the order 
by clicking the button “Buy” below of the total payment on right side of 
the user interface. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_020(Search and Filter).pdf
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3.4.6.4.2 Sell Asset 
These views provide an overview of assets, which are bound to a user account. SAM 
provides the options to manage assets for selling. The following mock-ups are describing 
how to sell assets. 

Figure 88: Description of MKP_MCK_080 
  

Sell Asset Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_080 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_030 

Description In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the asset sales information. 
This user interface allows the definition of the general information. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  It is possible to introduce a comment about the asset in the “Comment” 
area. 

 It is also possible to rate the asset, by entering the fields “Age Rating” 
and “Overall Rating”. 

 It is also possible to go to the asset screen and edit the values by 
clicking on the “Edit with Profiler” button. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_030(Sell Assets).pdf
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Figure 89: Description of MKP_MCK_081 
  

Sell Asset Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_081 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_030 

Description In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the asset sales information. 
This user interface allows the definition of the distribution information. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Click on “New” button in order to open a new window with the necessary 
form to create a new distribution model. 

 Click on “Edit” button in order to open a new window with an already 
filled form with the selected distribution model information. 

 Click on “Delete” button in order to remove a distribution model. 

 In order to configure the distribution model payment methods, the 
Content Provider can click on a distribution model. After that, the 
“Accepted Payment Method” area shows the different kind of methods 
and the Content Provider is able to select the payment methods allowed 
for the selected business model. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_030(Sell Assets).pdf
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Figure 90: Description of MKP_MCK_084 
  

Asset Sales Information Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_084 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_030 

Description In order to sell an asset it is necessary to define the asset sales information. 
This user interface allows to edit a distribution model.  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Content Provider is able to edit the provided information in the 
popup. The “OK” button is to confirm the editing. 

 The Content Provider can cancel the action by clicking on “Cancel” 
button. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_030(Sell Assets).pdf
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Figure 91: Description of MKP_MCK_085 
  

Asset Detail Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_085 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_030 

Description This user interface shows uploaded assets from Asset Provider, which 
allows to view asset information related to the usage of it. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Content Provider is able to view the history of the asset usage. User 
identifier, number of clicks, distribution model and revenue. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_030(Sell Assets).pdf
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Figure 92: Description of MKP_MCK_086 
 

  

Asset Information Mockup 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_086 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_030 

Description The content interface allows to view the asset information related to the 
content of it. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  In this screen the Content Provider is able to see the general information 
about the asset such as asset id, asset title, URL or asset preview. 
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3.4.6.4.3 Buy Asset 
These views provide an overview of assets, which are bound to a user account. SAM 
provides the options to buy assets. The following mock-ups are describing how to buy 
assets. 

Figure 93: Description of MKP_MCK_071 
  

Buy Asset Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_071 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_040 

Description In order to buy assets, the Information Broker has to add assets to the 
shopping cart. This user interface shows the process, how to do this. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Once the Content Provider decides to buy the asset, the usage condition 
should be selected. To carry on this action the Content Provider should 
click on the selection.  

 Once the usage condition is selected, the acquired asset can be added 
to the shopping cart. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_040(Buy Assets).pdf
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Figure 94: Description of MKP_MCK_070 
  

Shopping Cart Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_070 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_040 

Description Once an Information Broker selected some assets to buy, the assets are 
added to the shopping cart as a list. There is also a summary about the 
payment, which the Information Broker has to pay for the selected assets. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Once the Content Provider decides to buy the assets, this screen shows 
a Shopping Cart summary. From here the Content Provider can view the 
asset again clicking on “View” option or Edit the selected asset clicking 
on “Edit” option. 

 Payment methods should be selected before moving on to the order. 
The Content Provider can select the payment system in the summary 
area. 

 Once the Content Provider has finalised with all choices, the order can 
be submitted clicking on “Buy” button or cancelled by clicking on 
“Cancel” button. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_040(Buy Assets).pdf
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Figure 95: Description of MKP_MCK_072 
 

  

Purchase Confirmation 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_072 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_040 

Description This mock-up describes, that the purchase ended up successfully, once the 
Information Broker clicked the “Buy” button in the shopping cart. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Add information and clicking on the “Save” button. The fields are the 
name of the service, URL and the different parameters used to call the 
service.  

 It is also possible to add a description about the service and new 
parameters clicking on “New Parameter” link. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_040(Buy Assets).pdf
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3.4.6.4.4 New Service 
SAM provides the option to manage the services. The following mock-ups describe how to 
create a service. 

Figure 96: Description of MKP_MCK_090 
 

  

 Create New Service Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MKP_MCK_090 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_050 

Description This user interface allows the creation of a new service. The basic 
information are: name, URL, parameters and description. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction 
 Introduce information and clicking on the “Save” button. 

file:///C:/Dropbox/SAM-lokal/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/AppData/Local/Dropbox/SAM/Users/Fran.Rodriguez/Dropbox/SAM/WPs/WP3/D3.3/D3.3.2/MockupStories/MKT_MCKS_050(Services).pdf
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3.4.7 Linker 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 97: Linker Mock-ups 

 Overview 3.4.7.1

The Linker component has the role of aggregating and composing SAM assets based on 
the preferences of the Content Provider. In that sense, the Content Provider is able to 
enrich its assets with additional information coming from other assets, web or social 
network sources. The linking process is expected to allow the Content Provider to define 
easily and also effectively all aspects of the new composite asset including among others, 
the aspects of asset time-line, audience types, delivery channels etc. This component 
produces new assets, annotated and enriched with information from various sources so as 
to create a rich 2nd Screen experience for the SAM End Users. 

 Use Cases 3.4.7.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 98.  

Mock-up ID Name Description 

LINK_MCK_010 Marketplace – Linking 
Project Management  

This user interface shows the Project Manager, which 
allows Content Provider to manage linking projects.  

LINK_MCK_020 Marketplace – Enable 
Module Asset  

This user interface controls the selection of the 
modules required for the particular linking project. 

LINK_MCK_030 Marketplace – Compose 
Asset  

This user interface controls the procedure on 
searching and linking assets. 

LINK_MCK_050 Marketplace – Asset 
Preview  

This user interface controls the preview of the 
composed asset 

ID Functionalities Description 

LINK_F010 Linking Project Management The Linker allows to create a new linking project. 
The generic characteristics of this project are 
defined, such as the selection of the main asset 
which are enriched as part of this process. Also the 
Linker supports to store and load a project for re-
editing. The result of this project is a new asset 
composition which is published in the Marketplace. 

LINK_F020 Module Selection / 
Configuration 

This functionality is required so as to allow the 
operation of the Linker based on the requirements 
of the particular linking project. To this end, the 
Linker uses modules for each asset type, which 
undertake the manipulation and representation of 
the specific asset type during editing. 

LINK_F030 Asset Search The Asset Search functionality allows to locate 
assets based on the keywords and criteria of the 
Content Provider. 

LINK_F040 Asset Editing This is the core functionality of the Linker. The 
Content Provider is able to orchestrate the various 
assets that are part of the linking projects and 
define in detail the various parameters for each one 
of the linked assets.  Part of asset editing is the 
publication of the composed asset to the cloud 
storage and marketplace. This includes the 
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Figure 98: Linker Use Cases 
 

 Components Involved 3.4.7.3

Figure 99: Components Involved in Linker 
 

 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.7.4

The following sections describe the different mock-up interactions related to the linking 
project management (see section 3.4.7.4.1), module configuration (see section 0) and the 
asset composition (see section 0). 

3.4.7.4.1 Linking Project Management 
The Linking Project Manager is responsible for the handling of linking projects. Inside the 
managers’ interface Content Providers can save the project, which are worked on or the 
Content Providers can load an existing project in order to modify it. Moreover, Content 
Providers can search for existing projects to load or delete them. 

  

validation of the linking parameters so as to be 
flawlessly and effectively syndicated by the SAM 
Platform. 

LINK_F045 Asset Timeline Editing As part of the editing functionality the Linker also 
provides extensive editing of the timeline of the 
composition for all assets which require and 
support it. 

LINK_F050 Asset Preview The editing process is supported by a preview 
functionality for the live preview of the linking 
project using the respective Multi-Device 
Representation themes. 

ID User Interfaces 

Semantic Services Asset search is supported by the Semantic Services. 

Dashboard Usage of multi-device representation for asset preview 

Marketplace Once the assets are prepared, they are published in the marketplace. 
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Figure 100: Description of LINK_MCK_010 
 

  

Linking Project Management Mock-up 

Mock-up ID LINK_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID LINK_MCKS_010 

Description This user interface allows Content Providers to manage linking projects.  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The upper navigation in the SAM Linker area provides the options to 
create a new project, load an existing project and to save the current 
linking project modifications. 

 Also in the upper navigation in the SAM Linker area, there is a button to 
get to a view with listed modules. 

 In the Project Manager area, the Content Provider is able to search 
projects and to load another existing projects to work with it. 
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3.4.7.4.2 Module Configuration 
The Module Configurator allows the Content Provider to enable and configure modules for 
linking assets. The user experience is increased by the drag & drop handling of the user 
interface elements. The Content Provider can select modules inside of the module 
enabler. After enabling, the Content Provider has to enter the specific fields of every 
module in order to link the modules with the core asset. 

Figure 101: Description of LINK_MCK_020 
 

  

Module Configuration Mock-up 

Mock-up ID LINK_MCK_020 

Mock-up Story ID LINK_MCKS_020 

Description This user interface controls the selection of the modules required for the 
particular linking project. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Content Provider is able to drag ‘n drop modules from the module 
list inside the Module Configuration Panel. 

 After finishing the ordering, the Content Provider can apply the selected 
modules to the Linking Project. 
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3.4.7.4.3 Asset Composition 
Asset Composition is the core interface of the Linker. In this interface, Content Providers 
are able to link various assets with the core asset, they can perform timeline editing and 
also see the preview of the linked asset before it is published in the marketplace. This 
interface allows Content Providers to search assets and also makes suggestions about 
which assets can be linked with the core asset. Furthermore, Content Providers can also 
select the widget style in which the information is displayed.  

Figure 102: Description of LINK_MCK_030 
  

Asset Composition Mock-up 

Mock-up ID LINK_MCK_030 

Mock-up Story ID LINK_MCKS_030 

Description This user interface controls the procedure on searching and linking assets. 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  Searching assets using criteria which return a list of assets. If the 
Content Provider select an asset, on the left side other connected assets 
are displayed. Furthermore a preview of each asset is displayed in the 
preview area at the bottom.  

 The Content Provider is able to publish an asset via the “Publish“ button 
or the Content Provider  can cancel the process via the “Cancel” button 
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Figure 103: Description of LINK_MCK_050 
 

  

Video Player Mock-up 

Mock-up ID LINK_MCK_050 

Mock-up Story ID LINK_MCKS_030 

Description This user interface controls the preview of the composed asset 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The video player offers the same interaction options as described in 
Figure 29. 

 The Content Provider can discover current assets and connected assets 
at the video stream position. 
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3.4.8 Widgets 

In this section the following mock-ups are described: 

Figure 104: Widget Mock-ups 
 

 Overview 3.4.8.1

Multi-Device Representation (MDR) allows the Content Owner to create, edit or delete 
presentation templates for every asset the Content Provider owns. This can be done 
through the Graphical Editor subcomponent which is visually integrated with the rest of the 
Marketplace. So essentially, MDR contains: 

 An editor pane with two editing tabs (Style Settings and Template Gallery)  

 A preview pane 

 A drop-down menu for selecting predefined widget templates. 

 Use Cases 3.4.8.2

Based on the use cases defined in D3.2.2, the functionalities related to this interface are 
shown in Figure 105.  

Figure 105: Widgets Use Cases 
 

Mock-up ID Name Description 

MDR_MCK_010 Marketplace – Widget 
Style Settings 

The Representation Editor in its “Style Settings” phase 

MDR_MCK_020 Marketplace – Widget 
Template Style 

The Representation Editor in its “Template Gallery” 
phase 

ID Functionalities Description 

MDR_F010 Connect to Data API 
Services 

MDR has to connect to the Data API Services so 
that it can have access to the assets data. 

MDR_F020 Exchange Data with Data 
API Services 

With this functionality, MDR is able to receive data 
about the assets and then return back 
specifications on how this data should be 
presented. 

MDR_F030 Connect to Cloud Storage MDR has to connect to the Cloud Storage in order 
to be able to store and retrieve template files and 
device specifications in general. 

MDR_F040 Exchange Data with Cloud 
Storage 

With this functionality, MDR is able to send 
template files and device specifications to the 
Cloud Storage and retrieve them from it. 

MDR_F050 Execute Graphical Editor Executing the Graphical Editor allows MDR to build 
and store templates in Design-Time for use in 
Runtime.  

MDR_F060 Fetch Templates The Graphical Editor fetches templates from the 
Cloud Storage for the Content Provider to work 
with. 

MDR_F070 Edit Template The Graphical Editor allows the Content Provider to 
create, edit a specific template or delete it. 

MDR_F080 Store Template The Graphical Editor allows to send template to the 
Cloud Storage and stores it there. 
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 Components Involved 3.4.8.3

Figure 106: Components Involved in Widgets 

 Mock-up Event Description 3.4.8.4

The following section describes the different mock-up interactions related for editing 
representation (see section 3.4.8.4.1). 

3.4.8.4.1 Editing Representation 
The Multi-Device-Representation Component, and specifically the Graphical Editor 
subcomponent, provides an interface where the Content Owner is able to customise 
various parameters regarding the presentation of a specific asset. As can be seen below 
the Graphical Editor consists mainly of two tabs called “Style Settings” and “Template 
Gallery”.  

In the Style Settings the Content Owner can edit specific attributes of the selected 
template such as header font or font colour etc. In the Template Gallery the Content 
Owner can select and edit, preview or delete a specific template. 

Apart from the two editor tabs, there is a drop-down menu at the right corner with a set of 
predefined widget templates, e.g. Facebook or Twitter. 

ID User Interfaces 

Multi-Device 
Representation 

Multi-Device Representation is a subcomponent of the Syndicator and is 
concerned with designing asset representations (during design-time) and 
applying them onto assets (during runtime).  

Template Settings Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MDR_MCK_010 

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_060 

Description The Representation Editor in its “Style Settings” phase 
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Figure 107: Description of MDR_MCK_010 
  

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The Template Settings on the right side offers to edit some settings 
(General Template Settings, General Font Options, Header Options, 
Content Area Options and Footer Options) for the widget, which is 
previewed in the widget preview area. 

 The widget type can be changed with the combo box on the upper right 
corner. 

 With the navigation above the widget template editor, the Content 
Provider can create a new widget template, can save the current widget 
template, can import another widget template and can export the current 
widget template. 
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Figure 108: Description of MDR_MCK_020 
 

Template Gallery Mock-up 

Mock-up ID MDR_MCK_020  

Mock-up Story ID MKT_MCKS_060 

Description The Representation Editor in its “Template Gallery” phase 

Mock-Up Image 

 

Interaction  The template gallery in the widget template editor offers the Content 
Provider to choose existing templates. 

 For each template the Content Provider has the option to edit the 
template, to show the template in the preview area and the Content 
Provider can delete the template style. 
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4 Conclusions 

This deliverable was developed in parallel with the deliverable D3.3.1 Technical 
Specification. These two deliverables form the foundation for the subsequent 
development. 

In this deliverable, a number of mock-ups are described. The mock-up categories are 
divided into Administration, Dashboard and Marketplace mock-ups. With these mock-ups, 
the information of the functional specification, use cases and other requirements are used 
and combined. While describing the mock-ups, some missing interactions have been 
identified and corrected. 

The finished mock-ups facilitate visualisation of the mechanism and processes of the user 
interfaces. As the mock-ups are digital, every partner can review them and use the 
navigable files to simulate interactions which they want to perform. At this early stage of 
development, the theoretical approach becomes more practicable and the communication 
between the SAM components becomes clearer. The information about the description of 
each component was chosen to give an insight to the mock-up. Not only the individual 
components are described, but also the whole environment of the mock-up, including other 
involved components or appropriate use cases are described. 

 


